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Abstract
One apparent reason for deferring a decision – abstaining from choosing, leaving
the decision open to be taken by someone else, one’s later self, or nature – is for lack of
sufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs. This paper develops an axiomatic theory
of decision in situations where a costly deferral option is available that captures this
source of deferral. Drawing on it, a preliminary behavioural comparison with other
accounts of deferral, such as those based on information asymmetry, is undertaken, and
a simple multi-factor model of deferral – involving both confidence and information
considerations – is formulated. The model suggests that incorporating confidence can
account for cases of deferral that traditional accounts have trouble explaining.
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Confidence as a Source of Deferral

‘If you’re not sure, say so.’ At first glance, this appears to be a reasonable guide to when
a person should defer: that is, when he should abstain from choosing any of the options
on offer, leaving the decision open, to be taken by someone else, by his future self, or by
nature. If you’re not sure about any of the options on offer, deferring is one way of saying
so. However, this maxim is largely ignored by standard economic accounts of deferral.
Deferral or delegation of decisions to another agent is normally analysed in terms of the
expected difference in information (or information-gathering ability) between the ‘deferrer’
and the ‘deferree’, without taking into account how sure the former would be in taking the
decision himself (for example, Holmstrom (1984)). One family of theories of deferral to
one’s future self is based on expectations about what information is available to one’s future
self or what his preferences are (for example, Stigler (1961); Marschak and Miyasawa
(1968); Koopmans (1964); Kreps (1979)). Another family considers deciding to be a task,
and analyzes deferral – or procrastination of that task – in terms of the comparison between
the value of choosing now and the discounted value of choosing at a future moment, in
the presence of time inconsistencies or salience effects (for example, Akerlof (May, 1991);
O’Donoghue and Rabin (2001)). Under all of these accounts, whether the decision maker
is sure or not about which is the best option is assumed not to be a factor in his deferring
the decision. The sources of deferral involved are extrinsic: they inevitably refer to factors
beyond the immediate decision under consideration (the information held by another agent
or by one’s future self, one’s future preferences, the value of accomplishing the task of
deciding tomorrow). By contrast, not being sure about what to choose is a source of deferral
that only makes reference to the decision maker’s own attitudes at the moment of decision:
it is intrinsic.
Despite their absence from accounts of deferral to others or to one’s future self, intrinsic
considerations do seem to be involved in some theories of status quo choice – which can
be thought of as an instance of deferral to nature. Most prominent are those involving
incomplete preferences and according to which the decision maker defers to the status quo
in the absence of appropriate determinate preference (for example, Bewley (1986 / 2002)) .
To the extent that his preferences are incomplete, he is not sure of the best option, and this
plays a role in his deferral to the status quo.
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Beyond the plausible intuition that how sure a decision maker is may play a role in
his deferral behaviour, the peculiarity of the current state of the literature – where some
of our best models of deferral to nature involve intrinsic sources, whilst the main models
of deferral to others or to one’s future self assume that such factors have no role to play –
pleads in favour of the development of theories of intrinsic deferral general enough to cover
the latter sorts of cases.
Moreover, intrinsic sources need not be without significant economic consequences,
even for deferral to others or to one’s future self. Consider, for example, a decision maker
faced with an investment decision that can be deferred (or delegated) to a portfolio manager,
and suppose that the information differential between the decision maker and the portfolio
manager does not justify the manager’s fee; mutual fund data suggests that this situation
may be quite realistic (Malkiel, 1995; Gruber, 1996). Whilst the information differential
and the cost of delegation cannot explain the (observed) deferral in such cases, incorporation of intrinsic sources of deferral can: the decision maker defers because he is not sure
how to invest. Or, to take another example, consider a single, important investment decision, among several given options, where all the information one could expect to learn in a
reasonable timeframe is already available, and suppose that the decision maker may defer
the decision to his future self (or procrastinate); the choice of whether and how to invest
in a 401(k) pension plan may be a decision of this sort. Given the absence of a significant
information advantage to deferring, and given that, under the time inconsistency-salience
approach, there is a lower tendency to procrastinate on single, important tasks – such as deciding one’s investment policy for retirement – it may not be straightforward to account for
deferral in such cases on the basis of extrinsic sources alone.1 Once again, incorporation of
intrinsic sources of deferral – most people are not very confident in their judgements about
the best investment policies – could contribute to understanding deferral of these sorts of
decisions. Similarly, deciding on the basis of tealeaves, palm-reading, horoscopes or oracles, or delaying the decision to consult one of these sources, are forms of deferral – to
others or to one’s future self – for which information acquisition is too scant (even by the
lights of many who rely on these methods) and time-consistency considerations too weak
1

O’Donoghue and Rabin (2001) show that procrastination falls as importance rises when there is a single

task to be accomplished. To account for procrastination of important decisions, they develop a model of
procrastination in the presence of several tasks. For some further discussion of the relationship to their
model, see Section 4.2, footnote 25.
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to explain, and where the decision maker’s lack of confidence about the appropriate choice
may have a role to play.2 As these examples suggest, in natural situations where decision
makers are not sure about what to do – and thus may feel uncomfortable deciding – incorporation of this aspect may help understand cases of deferral that are not clearly accounted
for by existing extrinsic approaches.
Any theory of intrinsic deferral with a serious claim of covering all species of deferral
– to others, to one’s future self and to nature – must be able to tackle the issue of the cost
of deferral. Deferring to others or to one’s future self may incur costs, such as costs of delegation or delay. Standard extrinsic accounts accommodate such costs, roughly speaking,
by assigning a value to deferral that is ‘weighed off’ against its cost. But what is the value
of deferral in a situation where the decision maker is not sure what to choose? Existing
theories of intrinsic deferral, such as those treating status quo choice, offer no answer to
this question.
The aim of this paper is to propose a theory of decision in the presence of a costly deferral option according to which deferral is driven by the decision maker’s confidence. This
theory will provide the basis for a proper evaluation of this intrinsic source of deferral and
its consequences. First of all, since it applies in the costly deferral situations that are the focus of most extrinsic theories of deferral, it will allow a behavioural comparison with these
approaches, revealing behavioural differences between them. Secondly, it opens the door
to the development of multi-factor models of deferral. Of course, in many real-life situations, several factors – both intrinsic and extrinsic – may be in play. It is standard practice
to propose and study models based entirely on one factor (say, information acquisition),
ignoring others (for example, time consistency). Likewise, our proposal of a model based
solely on intrinsic sources of deferral, ignoring extrinsic sources, is intended as a first step.
The ultimate aim is to lay the groundwork for the development of models incorporating
both intrinsic and extrinsic sources of deferral. As an illustration, a multi-factor model of
deferral, incorporating how sure the decision maker is as well as expected differences in
information, will be sketched and some consequences explored.
2

Note that the ‘entertainment value’ of consulting an oracle does not explain why people tend to consult

them specifically when they are faced with a difficult decision. Casual observation suggests that this is indeed
the case: indeed, some divination methods are to be used, we have been told, only when there is an important
choice to be made.
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Confidence and the Value of Deferral
As noted previously, the central conceptual difficulty for the development of a theory

of intrinsic deferral in the presence of a costly deferral option concerns the question of the
value of deferral. To fix ideas, let us restrict ourselves to the framework of decision under
uncertainty, where preferences are determined by beliefs and utilities. We focus throughout
the paper on the role of the decision maker’s confidence in his beliefs, tacitly assuming that
the decision maker is fully confident in his utilities. The benchmark in this framework is
the model of deferral to nature (or status quo choice) proposed by Bewley (1986 / 2002). It
involves a set of probability measures, which can be thought of as representing the beliefs
or probability judgements3 the decision maker is sure of. Moreover, the unanimity decision
rule used – there is a preference between acts if the expected utilities of the acts lie in
the appropriate relation for all the probability measures in the set – can be thought of as
reflecting the maxim with which this paper began: if the decision maker is not sure of the
relevant beliefs, then he does not come to a decision. However, as noted above, the model
provides no guidance as to how to value the option of deferral.
The solution proposed in this paper starts from the observation that the representation
of beliefs by a set of probability measures assumes that being sure is an all-or-nothing affair: either a belief or probability judgement holds for all measures in the set – the decision
maker is sure of it – or not. This assumption is unrealistic: one can be more confident of
some beliefs than others. As explored in Hill (2013, 2014), the introduction of a graded
notion of confidence in beliefs allows the development of more refined theories of decision.
In particular, it permits the level of confidence required of a belief for it to play a role in
a decision to depend, say, on the importance of the decision. In the case of interest here,
such dependence would yield a theory of deferral encompassing the following reasonable
maxim: decide when one has sufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs given the importance of the decision, and defer if not. Or, to put it in the terms of the adage with which
this paper began: when you’re not sure enough, say so.
Beyond its role in driving deferral, a graded notion of confidence may also have a role
to play in pricing deferral. For, once introduced, one can talk not only of how confident
3

By ‘probability judgement’ we mean a statement concerning probabilities, such as ‘the probability of

event A is greater than 0.3’, held by the agent. We use the terms ‘belief’ and ‘probability judgement’ interchangeably in the discussion below.
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a decision maker is in certain beliefs, but also of how confident he would need to be to
decide, given the importance of the decision to be made. It is plausible that, among cases
where the decision maker lacks sufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs, the option of
deferral is perceived as more valuable in decisions that call for more confidence. As the
level of confidence appropriate for the decision goes up, the value of not having to decide –
the value of deferring – increases as well. Accordingly, a higher cost of deferral is required
to induce the decision maker to decide rather than defer.
Formally, we employ the representation of confidence in beliefs by a centered confidence ranking – a nested family of sets of probability measures that includes a singleton
set – proposed and defended in Hill (2013). Each set in the family corresponds to a level
of confidence, and is understood as representing the beliefs held to that level of confidence.
The probability measure in the singleton element of the confidence ranking – called the
centre – represents all of the decision maker’s beliefs, even those in which he has little confidence. Following the cited paper, the decision maker’s attitude to choosing on the basis
of limited confidence is represented by a cautiousness coefficient – a function assigning to
each decision a set in the confidence ranking, interpreted as the appropriate level of confidence (in the decision maker’s eyes) for the decision. Finally, we introduce a cost function
that assigns to each level of confidence a real value, understood as the psychological cost
of choosing in a decision requiring that level of confidence when one is not sufficiently
confident in the relevant beliefs.
Following the ideas mooted above, we develop a model according to which the decision
maker’s choice from a menu of Anscombe-Aumann acts A where deferral is possible at a
(monetary) cost of x is represented as follows. If there is an optimal element according to
the unanimity rule à la Bewley applied with the set of priors picked out by the cautiousness
coefficient – that is, if he has sufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs given the decision
– then he decides. Otherwise his behaviour depends on the cost of deferral x. If it is
outweighed by the cost of deciding – given by the cost function – then he defers. If, on the
other hand, the cost of deferral outweighs the cost of deciding, he decides, using all of his
beliefs, even those in which he is not very confident (that is, using the probability measure
in the singleton element of his confidence ranking).
An axiomatic characterisation of this model is proposed, in which all the aforementioned elements are endogenously derived. The essential axiomatic difference with re-
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spect to the standard expected utility model (where there is no deferral) is in appropriate
weakenings of the basic choice axioms (grosso modo, those playing the role of transitivity, completeness and independence in preference-based models) to allow deferral in some
circumstances where standard axioms oblige the decision maker to decide. To that extent,
the behavioural properties of the model are quite reasonable. Moreover, the model is behaviourally distinguishable (that is, distinguishable on the basis of the choice patterns it
licenses) from a popular theory of costly extrinsic deferral based on the expected information acquisition or asymmetry. Finally, it permits comparative statics analyses of the
decision maker’s attitudes to deferral, which support the interpretations of the various elements of the model suggested above.
The representation result formally shows how confidence can price deferral, by showing that the confidence-related source of deferral generates a ‘cost of deciding’, which can
be elicited in principle from behaviour. This insight opens the door to the development of
multi-factor models of deferral. As an illustration, we formulate and briefly investigate an
extension of the model of deferral developed here to incorporate information-related considerations. This model naturally yields a simple additive expression determining deferral,
combining the standard value of information and the cost of deciding. It can comfortably accommodate the examples given in the Section 1.1, where important decisions are
deferred in the absence of clear extrinsic reasons for deferral; in such cases, the confidencerelated cost of deciding will generally be large, and could thus ‘tip the balance’ in favour
of deferral.
The framework and basic notions are introduced in Section 2. The representation is
given and axiomatised in Section 3. Section 4 contains a comparison with a standard
information-based model of deferral and a brief exploration of a multi-factor model. Related literature not treated elsewhere is discussed in Section 5. Proofs, as well as a comparative statics analysis, are to be found in the Appendices.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Setup
Throughout the paper, we use a version of the Anscombe and Aumann (1963) frame-

work. Let X, the set of outcomes, be a separable metric space. To simplify the treatment of
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the cost of deferral, we suppose that outcomes are monetary, and hence take X

 < (with

the standard metric). A consequence is a probability measure on X with finite support.
∆pX q is the set of consequences, endowed with the weak topology. Since the space of

Borel probabilities measures over X is metrizable (Billingsley, 2009, p72; Aliprantis and

 : ∆pX q  X Ñ ∆pX q is
defined as follows: for all c P ∆pX q and x P X, pc  xqpy q  cpy xq for all y P X.
c  x is the result of ‘subtracting’ a monetary value x from (each outcome yielded by) a
consequence c. A function u : ∆pX q Ñ < is zeroed if up0q  0 and it is strictly increasing
if, for all x, y P X  <, x ¥ y if and only if upxq ¥ upy q.
Let S be a non-empty finite set of states; subsets of S are called events. ∆pS q is the
Border, 2007, Theorem 15.12), so is ∆pX q. The operation

set of probability measures on S, endowed with the Euclidean topology. The objects of
choice are acts, defined to be functions from states to consequences. A is the set of acts,
endowed with the inherited product metric. A is a mixture set with the mixture relation

P r0, 1s, the mixture αf p1  αqh is defined by
p1  αqhqps, xq  αf ps, xq p1  αqhps, xq. We write fαh as short for αf p1  αqh.

defined pointwise: for f , h in A and α

pαf

With slight abuse of notation, a constant act taking consequence c for every state will be
denoted c and the set of constant acts will be denoted ∆pX q. Similarly, for any x

P X,

we shall also use x to denote the constant act yielding the degenerate lottery giving x with
probability one.
The decision maker is faced with choices from sets of acts, where deferral is possible

but costly.4 To this end, let ℘pAq be the set of non-empty compact subsets of A, endowed

with the Hausdorff metric.5 We call elements of ℘pAq menus. Pointwise mixtures of menus

 tfαh | f P Au, for A P ℘pAq, h P A, α P r0, 1s. Let :x
be the option of deferring at (non-negative) cost x, and D  t:x | x P <¥0 u. An element
pA, :xq P ℘pAq  D represents the situation in which the decision maker is called upon to

are defined as standard: Aα h

choose from menu A where deferral costs x. A choice correspondence for costly deferral
is a correspondence γ : ℘pAq D

Ñ A Y D – that is, a function γ : ℘pAq D Ñ 2AYD zH

– such that γ pA, :x q  A Y t:x u. The choice correspondence for costly deferral γ delivers
for each situation of the sort described a set containing elements in A – which, as standard,
4

Situations where no deferral option is available can be accommodated in this setup, as limiting cases

where the cost of deferral becomes prohibitive.
5
This metric is defined as follows:

for

A, B

P

℘pAq,

max tmaxxPA minyPB dpx, y q, maxyPB minxPA dpx, y qu, where d is the metric on A.
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are interpreted as those which the decision maker is inclined to choose – or

:x – which

represents the decision to defer.

P ℘pAq are extensionally equivalent if there exists a surjective correspondence6 σ : A Ñ B such that
γ ptf psq, g psqu, :0 q  tf psq, g psqu for all f P A, g P σ pf q and s P S; if this holds, we
e.e
write A  B. This is the natural notion of equivalence for menus if, as is standard in
Some further notation shall prove useful.

Two menus A, B

formal theories of decision under uncertainty, one treats two acts as essentially the same
whenever they yield consequences between which the decision maker is indifferent in every
state.

For a utility function u : ∆pX q

menu A P ℘pAq, let:
suppA, u, C q 

(1)

#
f

PA|

¸
P

Ñ <, a set of probability measures C  ∆pS q and a

upf psqq.ppsq ¥

s S

¸
P

upg psqq.ppsq

+

@p P C, @ g P A

s S

suppA, u, C q is the set of optimal elements of A – those that are ranked better than all
other elements in A – according to the unanimity rule with u and C, which ranks an act
better than another if the former has higher expected utility for all probability measures
in C. Note that if C is a singleton, then suppA, u, C q is the set of acts in A with maximal
expected utility calculated with u and the element in C.

As a final piece of notation, let Φ  tA P ℘pAq | Dh P A, α P p0, 1s, :0

P γ pAαh, :0qu.

This is the set of menus such that, for at least one mixture of the menu, the decision maker
defers.
2.2

Confidence ranking and cautiousness coefficient
We adopt with some modification two notions that were introduced in Hill (2013).

Definition 1. A confidence ranking Ξ is a nested family of closed, convex subsets of ∆pS q.

P Ξ, C  ΞQC1C C 1  ΞQC1C C 1. Ξ

is strict if, for every C1 , C2 P Ξ with C1  C2 , pC1 X pripC2 qqc q X rip C 1 PΞ C 1 q  H.7 Ξ is
A confidence ranking Ξ is continuous if, for every C

centered if it contains a singleton set; in this case, the member of the singleton set is called
the centre and is denoted pΞ .
6
7

A correspondence σ : A Ñ B is surjective if, for all g P B, there exists f
For a set X, X is the closure of X, and ripX q is its relative interior.

9

P A with g P σpf q.
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As mentioned in the Introduction, confidence rankings represent decision makers’ beliefs and their confidence in their beliefs. A set in the confidence ranking corresponds to
a level of confidence and can be thought of as representing the beliefs held to this level
of confidence. For further discussion of the main features of the definition, the reader is
referred to Hill (2013). The only new property in the definition is strictness, which implies that the confidence ranking is strictly increasing in a particular sense. It ensures, for
example, that as the confidence level increases, the highest value for the probability of an
event that is endorsed at that level of confidence also increases, unless this value is already
maximal over all confidence levels.
As noted in Hill (2013), a decision maker with a centred confidence ranking is one who,
if forced to give his best estimate for the probability of any event, could come up with a
single value, although he may not be very confident in it. He is, so to speak, a ‘Bayesian
with confidence’. Whilst we by no means wish to suggest that all decision makers are of
this sort, we focus on decision makers with centred confidence rankings to facilitate the
comparison with other approaches to deferral, which generally assume expected utility.8
The second notion required is that of a cautiousness coefficient for a confidence rank-

ing Ξ, which is defined to be a function D : ℘pAq

Ñ

Ξ satisfying the following three

properties.
(Extensionality) For all A, B, P ℘pAq, if A
(Continuity) For all C

 B, then DpAq  DpB q.

e.e.

P Ξ, the sets tA P ℘pAq| DpAq

C u and tA P ℘pAq| DpAq  C u

are closed.

P Φ  ℘pAq and C P Ξ, there exists h, h1 P A and α, α1 P p0, 1s
such that DpAα hq  C  DpAα1 h1 q.

(Φ-Richness) For all A

The cautiousness coefficient can be understood as assigning a level of confidence to a

menu: DpAq represents the beliefs held to the level of confidence appropriate for use in the
choice from the menu A. As discussed in Hill (2013, 2014), it is a subjective element that
captures the decision maker’s attitude to choosing on the basis of limited confidence.9 The
8

Possible extensions, involving weakening of the centering and strictness properties in particular, are

discussed in Remark 2 (Section 3.1).
9
Where the cited papers speak of ‘attitude to choosing in the absence of confidence’, we prefer ‘attitude
to choosing on the basis of limited confidence’ which strikes us as more in tune with the graded notion of
confidence involved.
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underlying idea is that the appropriate level of confidence is picked out on the basis of the
importance of the decision: for more important decisions, more confidence is required. By
contrast with Hill (2013, 2014), who exogenously assume a notion of stakes or importance
of a decision, this is left implicit in the notion of cautiousness coefficient used here.10
Accordingly, several new properties of the cautiousness coefficient are required.
Extensionality states that all that counts in the determination of the level of confidence
appropriate for a decision are the values of the consequences of the acts in the menu at the
different states. Virtually all formal theories of decision under uncertainty treat extensionally equivalent acts – those that yield consequences between which the decision maker is
indifferent in every state – as being essentially the same. Extensionality says that whenever
two menus are composed of such acts, the same level of confidence is appropriate for the
choice from the menus. Continuity, which is fairly standard, seems reasonable: the level
of confidence appropriate for choice from a menu may be altered as the menu changes, but
one would not expect it to ‘jump’ with gradual modifications of the menu.
Φ-Richness is a technical property, which states that the appropriate level of confidence
for the choice from a menu can be shifted as far up or down as desired, by considering
suitable mixtures of the menu. There is a sense in which (in particular in the presence
of an independence axiom; see Section 3.2) the choice from A and the choice from Aα h
are the ‘same’ choice. Nevertheless, these choices need not be of the same importance;
accordingly, different levels of confidence may be appropriate for the two choices. To that
extent, the latter choice can be thought of as a ‘version’ of the former choice which calls
for the use of beliefs held to the level of confidence appropriate for Aα h rather than A.
Φ-Richness simply states that for any choice for which the decision maker defers for some
version of the choice (that is, every menu in Φ) and any confidence level, there is a version
of the choice, obtained by mixing with an act, for which the appropriate confidence level
is above the level in question, and there is a version for which the appropriate confidence
level is below that level. The intuition is that mixing with an act can change many of
the properties of a menu, and in particular the main properties that are relevant for the
importance of the choice from it, and for the level of confidence appropriate.
Remark 1. In Hill (2013, 2014), the notion of the stakes involved in a decision was fixed
10

A notion of stakes can however be defined from the notion of cautiousness coefficient used here; see

Remark 1 below for further discussion.
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exogenously: in the former paper by stipulating a notion of stakes, and in the latter paper
by assuming an exogenously-given stakes relation which orders decisions according to
whether the stakes involved in them are higher or lower. The cautiousness coefficient was
defined in these papers as a function that respects the stakes relation. The model developed
below can be formulated in terms of a stakes relation and a cautiousness coefficient that
respects it (in the style of Hill (2014)): it suffices to take D as given and define the stakes

relation ® on menus by A ® B iff DpAq  DpB q. (The stakes relation defined in this way

will automatically satisfy versions of the properties given in Hill (2014).) To that extent, the
notion of stakes assumed in the cited papers can be thought of as endogenised, or elicited
from choice, in the main theorem of this paper (Theorem 1). For further discussion, see
Remark 3 (Section 3.3) and Section 5.

3

A model of costly deferral

We now introduce a representation of choice in the presence of a costly deferral option that
captures the role of confidence. The aim in this section is not to offer an exhaustive study
of deferral, but rather to propose a relatively simple model of intrinsic deferral that can
accommodate cases where deferral is costly, and characterise its behavioural properties.
3.1

Representation
Consider the following representation of a choice correspondence for costly deferral γ:

for all A P ℘pAq and x P <¥0 ,

(2)

$
'
& suppA, u, DpAqq
γ pA, :x q 
suppA, u, tpΞ uq
'
% t: u
x

if suppA, u, DpAqq  H

if suppA, u, DpAqq  H and cpDpAqq ¤ upxq
otherwise

where u : ∆pX q

Ñ < is a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function, Ξ is a continuous
strict, centred confidence ranking, D : ℘pAq Ñ Ξ is a cautiousness coefficient and c : Ξ Ñ
<¥0 Y t8u is a continuous function that is order-preserving and -reflecting with respect
to : that is, cpC q ¥ cpC 1 q if and only if C
C 1 .11 The function c is called the cost
11

We take the standard topology on the non-negative extended reals <¥0 Y t8u, namely that produced by

the Alexandroff one-point compactification of <¥0 (Aliprantis and Border, 2007, Section 2.16).
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function. It can be understood as assigning to any confidence level the psychological cost
of deciding – or equivalently the value of deferring – in a choice that calls for that level of
confidence but in which one does not hold the relevant beliefs with sufficient confidence to
yield a decision. As one would expect, this function is increasing in the confidence level:
for decisions requiring more confidence, it is more (psychologically) costly to decide when
one would have wanted to defer for lack of sufficient confidence in the appropriate beliefs.
To understand representation (2), first note that, when deferral is costless, it becomes:
γ pA, :0 q 

#

suppA, u, DpAqq if suppA, u, DpAqq  H

t:0u

otherwise

Recall that DpAq represents the set of beliefs that the decision maker holds to the level

of confidence appropriate for use in the choice from the menu A. suppA, u, DpAqq contains
the acts in A that are better than all other alternatives under the unanimity rule with the

set of probability measures DpAq. It can be interpreted as containing those acts that the
decision maker can conclude to be better than all other acts on the menu, on the basis of the
beliefs in which he has sufficient confidence given the choice to be made. Hence, under this
representation, the decision maker decides when there is an act that is optimal according
to these beliefs. If there is no such act, he defers. When deferral is free, a decision maker
represented by (2) chooses when he has sufficient confidence in the appropriate beliefs
given the decision to be made, and defers when he does not.
In the light of this, representation (2), applied in the general case of choice from a
menu A where it costs x to defer, can be understood as follows. If the decision maker
has sufficient confidence, his behaviour is the same as in the case where deferral is free:
he chooses an optimal act according to the unanimity rule with appropriate beliefs. In the
absence of sufficient confidence – when there is no optimal act according to the rule – his
behaviour may differ. In these cases, he compares the psychological cost of deciding given
the confidence level appropriate for the decision (given, in utility units, by cpDpAqq) with

the cost of deferral in the choice situation in which he is in (which corresponds to the utility
of x, upxq). If the monetary cost of deferral imposed on him is lower than the psychological

cost of deciding, then he defers, as recommended by the unanimity rule applied with the
appropriate confidence level. If the monetary cost of deferral imposed on him outweighs
the psychological cost of deciding, then he decides. In these cases, he chooses an act which
13
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has highest expected utility calculated with the probability measure in the centre of the
confidence ranking. To the extent that this probability measure captures all of the decision
maker’s beliefs, this amounts to deciding on the basis of all of his beliefs, irrespective of the
confidence with which they are held. The intuition here is that, whilst the decision maker
should not decide on the basis of a belief in which he has insufficient confidence when he
can defer, if deferral is too costly he may as well mobilise all of his beliefs – even those
held with little confidence. Given that he is relying on more beliefs, the decision maker
may be able to come to a decision; in fact, for decision makers with centered confidence
rankings – which, recall, are basically Bayesians with confidence – this will always be the
case.
Whilst not the only way of choosing in such situations, the procedure formalised in
representation (2) is certainly not unreasonable. The decision maker will choose whenever
he has sufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs. Otherwise, he will allow himself to
defer only if the (psychological) cost of deciding outweighs the (monetary) cost of deferral.
Finally, when he does not allow himself to defer, he decides on the basis of all of his beliefs,
even those in which he has little confidence.
Remark 2. Although we consider a simple rule for choice in the face of costly deferral,
it is possible to formulate models, and extend the representation results, to incorporate
modifications or refinements.
First of all, one could abandon the assumption that the confidence ranking is centered.
In the case where the decision maker has insufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs but
decides due to the cost of deferral, one could adopt the same strategy of employing the
smallest set of probability measures in the confidence ranking. Since this may be a nonsingleton set, some other rule, such as the maxmin EU rule (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989),
would be required in cases in which the unanimity rule applied on this set does not yield
an optimal element.
Secondly, one could abandon the use of the smallest set in the confidence ranking to
choose in cases where the decision maker has insufficient confidence but the cost of deferral
is high. One possibility is to use the set of probability measures corresponding to the level
of confidence appropriate for the choice from the menu, and a decision rule that always
yields an optimal act, such as the maxmin EU rule. Another possibility is to use the largest
set in the confidence ranking that yields a decision (that is, for which the optimal set of acts
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under the unanimity rule is non-empty). Whenever the confidence ranking is strict, this
latter possibility is equivalent to representation (2).
Working in a preference framework, Hill (2014) distinguishes and characterises axiomatically ways of deciding based on all of one’s beliefs and ways that rely on the beliefs
that one holds to the level of confidence appropriate for the decision. Similar techniques
could be employed to generalize Theorem 1 to non-centred or non-strict confidence rankings, and to alternative strategies for choosing in the absence of sufficient confidence.
Thirdly, one could imagine using a criterion for deferral different from the one in-

volved in representation (2), namely cpDpAqq

¤ upxq. Note that representations with
criteria such as cpDpAqq ¤ x or cpDpAqq ¤ upxq (where, in the former, c gives
the cost in monetary units) are related to representation (2) by appropriate transformations of the cost function, and so are behaviourally indistinguishable from it. Hence
the results below immediately apply to them. Other possible suggestions include taking the difference in cost between the confidence level required for the decision and the
highest confidence level at which the decision maker holds sufficient beliefs to decide,
or the following criterion based on the difference in the value of deciding after paying the monetary cost of deferral and deciding in the absence of this cost: cpDpAqq
maxhPA

°

P uphpsqq.pΞ psq  maxhPA

s S

°

¤

P uphpsq  xq.pΞ psq. Representation theorems

s S

for versions of representation (2) involving these criteria can be developed, using similar
techniques to those adopted in the proof of Theorem 1. Finally, one could go beyond monetary outcomes, developing similar representations and results for outcome spaces and costs
that are not purely monetary (including, for example, a temporal element).
3.2

Axioms
To state the axioms, the following definition shall prove useful.

Definition 2. For each x P <¥0 , the function γ̄ x : ℘pAq Ñ 2A is defined by: f

P γ̄ xpAq if
and only if, for all h P A and α P p0, 1s, if :x R γ pAα h, :x q, then fα h P γ pAα h, :0 q.
To explain the underlying intuition, let us say that the cost x is not motivating for a
menu A when, for every version of the menu,12 if the decision maker chooses from it when
deferral costs x, then he also chooses when deferral is free. A cost that is not motivating
12

Recall from the discussion in Section 2.2 that different versions of a menu are obtained by mixing the

menu with an act.
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for a menu does not drive any decision taken from it: whenever the decision maker decides
at this cost of deferral, he is ‘sure enough’ to decide even when deferral is costless. By
contrast, a cost that is motivating for a menu may drive the decision from it: the decision
maker may choose at this cost though he does not choose at some lower cost. So f

P γ̄ xpAq

says that the cost x is not motivating for A and (the appropriate mixture of) f is among the
potential choices from (the corresponding version of) A whenever a decision is made. Note
that γ̄ x may take as value the empty set; it does so on menus for which x is motivating.
Hence γ̄ x is not a choice correspondence (which is standardly assumed to take non-empty
values).
We now consider several axioms on γ, which are organised into three groups.
3.2.1

Main Behavioral Axioms

Axiom A1 (Contraction). For all A, B
f

P γ̄ xpB q, then f P γ̄ xpAq.

P ℘pAq with A  B, all x P <¥0, and all f P A, if

P ℘pAq, x P <¥0, f P A and g P A X B, if
f P γ̄ x pAq and g P γ̄ x pB q, then f P γ̄ x pA Y B q.

Axiom A2 (Strong Expansion). For all A, B

P ℘pAq, h P A and α P p0, 1s and all x, x1 P <¥0
such that :x R γ pA, :x q and :x1 R γ pAα h, :x1 q, γ pA, :x qα h  γ pAα h, :x1 q.
Axiom A3 (Independence). For all A

Axiom A4 (Consistency). For all A
γ pA, :x q then γ pA, :x1 q  γ pA, :x q.
Axiom A5 (Centering). For all A

:0 R γ pAαh, :0q.

P ℘pAq, and all x, x1 P

<¥0 with x

¤

x1 , if

:x R

P ℘pAq, there exists α P p0, 1s and h P A such that

Contraction (A1) is just Sen’s axiom α applied to γ̄ x ; as such, it is well known in the literature as a standard ingredient in the revealed preference theory of complete preferences.
Similarly, Strong Expansion (A2) is the property π introduced by Hill (2012), formulated
for γ̄ x . As discussed in Hill (2012), π can be thought of as the equivalent of Sen’s axiom
β for incomplete preferences. Firstly, the intuition supporting it is similar to that supporting the standard axiom β. Secondly, it implies β, and is in fact equivalent to it on ordinary
choice correspondences. Finally, α and π basically characterise the rationalisation of a generalisation of standard choice correspondences by reflexive, transitive but not necessarily
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complete binary relations. Lest it help the reader get a grasp on these axioms, one can think
of α and π as boiling down, in the case of binary menus (and hence standard preferences),
to the assumption of reflexivity and transitivity without completeness.
To appreciate the formulation of these conditions for γ̄ x , it is useful to consider the

application of Strong Expansion (A2) to menus tf, g u, tg, hu and tf, g, hu.13 It implies in
particular that, if f is chosen over g, g is chosen over h, and the cost x is not motivating for
these decisions – that is, whenever the decision maker chooses at cost x, he also chooses

when deferral is free – then this cost cannot be motivating for the choice from tf, g, hu –
if he chooses at cost x, then he must also choose when deferral is free. The underlying
intuition is reasonable: if the decisions taken between f and g and between g and h at cost
of deferral x are driven not by the cost of deferral, but say by the decision maker being
‘sure enough’, then the same holds for the choice from tf, g, hu.

By contrast, consider the following formulation of π for choice behaviour when deferral
is free, which is arguably a more standard version of the property in the current framework:

P ℘pAq, f P
f P γ pA, :0 q and g P γ pB, :0 q, then f P γ pA Y B, :0 q.
Axiom A2’ (Strong ExpansionF ree ). For all A, B

A and g

P

A

X B, if

Applied to the case discussed above, Strong ExpansionF ree (A2’) implies that, if the
decision maker chooses f over g and g over h when deferral is free, then he cannot defer

from tf, g, hu when deferral is free. This may be unreasonably strong in some circumstances. For example, suppose that g represents taking out $100 of credit to buy a financial

product, where the current portfolio is given by h, and f itself represents buying another
$100 product on credit with respect to current portfolio g. Whilst one may be able to decide in each of the binary choices between f and g and g and h, when the credit under
consideration is larger (up to $200 over one’s current portfolio) the decision may be more
difficult, and it might not be unreasonable to defer.14 Strong Expansion (A2) can comfortably accommodate such behavioural patterns: it allows deferral in such cases, albeit under
certain conditions. In particular, it only prohibits deferral if the decision maker chooses
13

This case has the advantage of highlighting the relation to the transitivity axiom on preferences. Similar

considerations apply to Contraction (A1).
14
Consider also the version of this example that involves the successive application of Strong
ExpansionF ree to 100 binary choices in which one decides between taking $100 credit over one’s current
portfolio or not.
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from tf, g, hu at a cost of deferral that is not motivating for the other choices (because A2
implies that this cost is not motivating for the choice from tf, g, hu either).

Note moreover that, whenever a choice is made from tf, g, hu, then A2 agrees with

A2’ that f will be among the chosen options. The only ‘violations’ of the more standard
Strong ExpansionF ree that are sanctioned by Strong Expansion are not forms of inconsistent
choices (such as those corresponding to preference cycles), but cases of deferral where the
standard axiom would have demanded decision. Summing up in terms of preferences for
readers more familiar with these: on binary menus, Contraction and Strong Expansion
basically amount to the assumption of reflexivity and a weakening of transitivity to allow
indeterminacy in some cases where the standard axiom demands determinate preference.
Independence (A3) demands that the standard independence axiom, formulated in a
choice-theoretic setting, holds whenever the decision maker decides rather than deferring.
Evidently it fully retains the intuitions behind the standard axiom, and is equivalent to it
in the case where the decision maker never defers. The restriction to pairs of menus from
which the decision maker decides is a central behavioural difference between the proposed
model and more standard ones. Indeed, in the presence of the other axioms, dropping the
condition that :x1

R γ pAαh, :x1 q from A3 yields the standard expected utility representation

(formulated in the current framework), under which the decision maker never defers. In
the current context, this condition is entirely natural: without it, the axiom would demand
that if one chooses from A when deferral costs $100 then one cannot defer from Aα h when
deferral is free.
Consistency (A4), requires an immediately intuitive relationship between decisions
with different costs of deferral. It says that, if one is willing to choose from a menu at
a particular cost of deferral, then as deferral becomes more expensive, one will continue to
choose, and make the same choice. Centering (A5) characterises the centeredness property
of the confidence ranking (Section 2.2). Recall from the discussion in Section 2.2 that different versions of a choice can be obtained by mixing the menu with an act; these different
versions may be of varying importance, with different levels of confidence appropriate. In
the light of this, Centering states that, for any menu, there is a version of the choice from
the menu in which the decision maker will decide rather than deferring. The basic intuition
is that, if the appropriate level of confidence is sufficiently low, the decision maker will
hazard a choice, albeit one in which he may not be very confident. As mentioned in Sec-
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tion 2.2, the centeredness property of confidence rankings is adopted to ease comparison
with standard approaches to deferral; the same goes for the Centering axiom, which will be
dropped in any extension of the model that does not involve centered confidence rankings.
3.2.2

Remaining Behavioral Axioms

Axiom A6 (Defer or Choose). For all A
γ pA, :x q  t:x u.

Axiom A7 (No Deferral). For all A
γ pA, :x q.

:x P γ pA, :xq, then
<¥0 ,

:x R

P A, z, z1 P X, A, B P ℘pAq and x P <¥0:

¡ z1 then γ ptz, z1u, :0q  tzu;

ii. if g psq P γ ptf psq, g psqu, :0 q for all s P S, then g
iii. if A

<¥0 , if

P ℘pAq with A  ∆pX q and all x P

Axiom A8 (Monotonicity). For all f, g
i. if z

P ℘pAq and x P

P γ ptf, gu, :0q;

 B, then :x P γ pA, :xq if and only if :x P γ pB, :xq.

e.e

Defer or Choose (A6), which is specific to the sort of choice situation under consider-

ation here, basically says that if the decision maker defers – :x is in the choice set – then
he does not choose – no acts are retained as admissible choices. No Deferral (A7) simply
states that in choices among constant acts only, the decision maker never defers. The axiom
translates the fact that the agent is assumed to be fully confident in his utilities; as stated in
the Introduction, only confidence in beliefs is at issue here.
The first clause of Monotonicity (A8) is a standard assumption in the context of monetary outcomes, saying that the decision maker chooses (strictly) more money over less. It is
retained to simplify the representation (insofar as it implies that different costs of deferral
are perceived as different by the decision maker), and can be dropped without significant
changes to the basic form of the result below. The second clause is a choice-theoretic
version of the standard monotonicity axiom for decision under uncertainty as formulated
in the preference framework. The final clause demands that whether the decision maker
defers at a given cost of deferral respects extensional equivalence of menus: for any two
menus such that each act in one is extensionally equivalent to an act in the other (they yield
consequences between which the decision maker is indifferent in all states), the decision
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maker defers from one menu at a given cost of deferral precisely when he defers from the
other menu at this cost. Virtually all formal theories of decision under uncertainty treat
extensionally equivalent acts in the same way; this axiom extends this to the case of deferral. (The extension to the case of deferral is not a consequence of clause A8 part ii., as is
standardly the case, because of the weakness of the choice-theoretic axioms.)
3.2.3

Technical Axioms

Before stating the final, technical, axioms, let us introduce the following terminology.

Define ι : ℘pAq

Ñ <¥0 Y t8u by ιpAq  inf tx P <¥0 | :x R γ pA, :xqu,15 and mmc :
℘pAq Ñ <¥0 Y t8u by mmcpAq  inf tx P <¥0 | γ̄ x pAq  Hu. Moreover, let Υ  tA P
℘pAq | :0 P γ pA, :0 qu.
Υ is the set of menus from which the decision maker defers when deferral is free. For
such menus, the cost of deferral counts: whether the decision maker chooses or defers
depends on it. ι gives the point where the cost of deferral ‘bites’: whenever the cost is
below the value given by ι the decision maker defers, whereas above that value he decides.
Naturally, if a cost is above the ‘biting point’ for such a menu, then it is motivating for
the menu, in the sense introduced previously. The interpretation of ι as a biting point only
holds on Υ (ι takes the value zero elsewhere), but mmc can be thought of as an extension
beyond this set. It gives the lowest cost that can be motivating,16 and hence the lowest
biting point over all versions of the menu where the cost counts. For any menu A whose

biting point is above mmcpAq, this point is given by ιpAq, and A is in Υ. So for a menu

A not in Υ, although the biting point is not pinned down by ιpAq, one can nevertheless
conclude that it is not greater than mmcpAq. Note that Φ (defined in Section 2.1) is the set
of menus for which some cost is motivating.
Now consider the following axioms.
Axiom A9 (Continuity). For all A, An

Ñ A, fn Ñ
γ pA, :x q;

i. if An
15
16

f and xn

P ℘pAq, f, fn, g, h P A, α P p0, 1q, x, xn P <¥0:

Ñ

x, and fn

P γ pAn, :x q for all n P
n

N, then f

P

Throughout, we take an infimum to be infinite when the set over which it is taken is empty.
Hence the terminology: mmc stands (albeit loosely) for minimal motivating cost. Recall from the re-

marks following Definition 2 that γ̄ x pAq  H when x is motivating for A.
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ii. if sup ιpΥq

¡ mmcptf, guq, f P γ ptf, gu, :0q, f psq P γ ptf psq, hpsqu, :0q and gpsq P
γ ptg psq, hpsqu, :0 q for all s P S, then there exists y P <¥0 such that γ̄ y ptf, g uq  H
but γ̄ y ptf, gα huq  H;
P p0, sup ιpΥqq, pι1pr0, xsq X Υq Y pmmc1pr0, xsq X Υcq and ι1prx, 8sq Y
pmmc1prx, 8sq X Υcq are closed in Φ;

iii. if x

iv.

tx P <¥0 | γ̄ xpAq  Hu  tx P <¥0 | γ̄ xpAαhq  Hu and the set is open in <¥0.

Axiom A10 (Richness). For all A P Φ:
i. for all x
y

P ιpΥq, there exist h P A and α P p0, 1s such that :y P γ pAαh, :y q for all

x;

ii. if there exists x

¡ inf ιpΥq with γ̄ xpAq  H, then tAαh P Φ | α P p0, 1s, h P Au 

Υ.
As indicated, these are basically technical axioms. The first clause of Continuity (A9)
is a version of the standard upper hemi-continuity property for correspondences, with the
addition of continuity under changes in the cost of deferral. It captures essentially the same
intuition that small changes in the choice situation – in the menu and the cost of deferral
– do not induce large changes in choice behaviour. The second clause (A9 part ii.) states
that, for pairs of acts f and g where f is chosen over g when deferral is free, whenever
g is ‘worsened’ – by mixing it with an act dominated statewise by g and f – some costs
cease to be motivating. As g is ‘worsened’ the choice becomes ‘easier’, so some costs that
could drive the initial decision – in the sense that the decision maker is not sure enough
to decide when deferral is free – no longer drive the ‘easier’ decision – he is sure enough
in that decision to decide when deferral is free. The third clause (A9 part iii.) requires a
certain continuity in the point at which the cost of deferral bites: as one gradually changes
the menu, its biting point (as given by the value of ι if the cost of deferral counts, and the
lowest motivating cost mmc if not) does not suddenly ‘jump’. The final clause (A9 part iv.)
demands that the set of costs that are motivating for a menu is the same for the menu and
any version of it, and that this set is open. The assumption of openness, like some of the
other parts of the technical axioms, is largely conventional: appropriate modifications of it
would lead, for example, to a representation with the same general form as (2) but with a
strict rather than weak inequality in the condition on the second line.
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Richness (A10) is also a technical axiom. For any menu for which some cost is motivating, the first clause (A10 part i.) demands that the point at which cost of deferral bites
can be moved as high up the range of possible values as desired by taking the appropriate
version of the menu. The second clause (A10 part ii.) states that either every cost is motivating for the menu – and hence the biting point can be moved as low down as desired
by considering different versions of the menu – or a condition is satisfied. The condition
basically states that for some versions of the menu, the biting point is not entirely fixed by
deferral behaviour: the cost does not count for the choice from them (and they are not arbitrary close to menus for which the cost counts), so ι does not give the biting point. In other
words, A10 part ii. says that, if it cannot be concluded that the biting point can be moved
as low down the range of possible values as desired (there is a cost that is not motivating
for the menu), then it cannot be concluded that it cannot be moved as low down the range
of values as desired (for some versions of the menu, the cost does not count, so the biting
point cannot be fully pinned down).
3.3

Result
We have the following representation result.

Theorem 1. Let γ be a choice correspondence for costly deferral on A. The following are
equivalent:
(i) γ satisfies A1–A10,
(ii) there exists a strictly increasing zeroed continuous affine utility function u : ∆pX q Ñ
<, a continuous strict centred confidence ranking Ξ with centre pΞ , a cautiousness

coefficient D : ℘pAq Ñ Ξ for Ξ, and a cost function c : Ξ Ñ <¥0 Y t8u, such that,
for all A P ℘pAq and x P <¥0 :

(2)

$
'
& suppA, u, DpAqq
γ pA, :x q 
suppA, u, tpΞ uq
'
% t: u
x

if suppA, u, DpAqq  H

if suppA, u, DpAqq  H and cpDpAqq ¤ upxq
otherwise

Furthermore, Ξ is unique, the restriction of D to Υ is unique, and u and c are unique
up to the same positive affine transformation.
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The confidence ranking, the utility function and the cost function have the standard
uniqueness properties. Moreover, the cautiousness coefficient has the sort of uniqueness
properties one would expect. Wherever the confidence level appropriate for the choice
from a menu counts – wherever there are some costs of deferral for which the decision
maker defers and others where he decides – the level of confidence is fixed uniquely by
the cautiousness coefficient. Wherever the decision maker chooses no matter the cost of
deferral, the precise value of the appropriate level of confidence is not important; all that
matters is that it is low enough for the beliefs held to that level of confidence to yield a
choice. On these menus, where the precise setting of the appropriate level of confidence
does not matter for choice, the cautiousness coefficient is not necessarily unique. In other
words, the cautiousness coefficient is unique where the appropriate level of confidence
matters, but not where it doesn’t.
Remark 3. As noted in Remark 1, the representation can be reformulated in terms of a
stakes relation on the set of menus and a cautiousness coefficient that respects this relation,
in the style of Hill (2014). This reformulation gives a version of Theorem 1 that yields
a stakes relation, as well as the other elements cited. It is straightforward to check that
this stakes relation has the same uniqueness properties as the cautiousness coefficient: it
is unique on Υ. To this extent, Theorem 1 provides an independent contribution to the
literature on the confidence-based approach set out in Hill (2013, 2014), in the form of
a representation result where the stakes relation is endogenised, that is elicited from behaviour rather than assumed. See Section 5 for further discussion.
We note finally that comparative statics analyses can be undertaken on the proposed
representation, separating in particular the roles of various elements of the model. Some
details are given in Appendix A.

4

Confidence and difference in information as sources of
deferral

The representation and characterization of choice in the presence of a costly deferral option
lays the ground for a deeper understanding of the relationship between the intrinsic source
of deferral explored in this paper and extrinsic sources studied elsewhere in the literature
(Section 1.1), as well as for the development of multi-factor theories of deferral. As a
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preliminary exploration, we focus on a particular, popular model of extrinsic deferral, based
on the difference in information between the decision maker and the person who will finally
take the decision. We perform a brief comparison with the model proposed in the previous
section, and consider how the two aspects could be combined.
4.1

Confidence- versus information-driven deferral
Assume the setup used above, and suppose moreover that if the decision maker – call

him DM1 – defers, then the person to whom he defers (who may be his future self) – call
him DM2 – will be faced with the same choice, which he cannot defer. A standard simple
approach to this sort of decision would be to assume that both decision makers are Bayesian
with the same (strictly increasing, zeroed, continuous, affine) utility function u : ∆pX q Ñ

<.17 The information differential between the decision makers can be characterised by a
finite set I of signals, with each i P I associated with an ex post probability measure pi over

S, and a probability measure q over I. DM2 receives one of the signals before deciding, and
so has probability measure pi for the appropriate i. DM1 only has a probability measure
over the signal received by DM2, q; his probability measure over states is p where ppsq
Eq pi psq for all s

P S.

18



The value of deferral, measured in utility units, is the value of

the expected information differential given the cost: that is, the difference between the
expected value of choosing ex post after having paid the cost of deferral and the value of
choosing ex ante. More precisely, for the choice from a menu A where deferral costs x, it
is given by:19

(3)

V Ix pAq  Eq max Epi uphpsq  xq  max Ep uphpsqq

P

P

h A

h A

A formulation in monetary units is given by the demand value of deferral (Marschak
and Miyasawa, 1968) – the highest monetary amount that DM1 is willing to pay to defer –
which, for a menu A, is the (unique) solution z to
17

The strategic literature on delegation only gets properly started, of course, when the utility functions are

°

different, but we focus on this simple case to highlight the contrast with the model proposed here.
18
Eq is the expectation operator given distribution q, defined by Eq f piq  iPI f piqdq piq.
19
Recall from Section 2.1 that hpsq x is the result of subtracting the monetary value x from each outcome

yielded by the lottery hpsq.
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V Iz pAq  0

(4)

The decision maker (DM1) defers whenever V Ix pAq is positive, or equivalently the
cost of deferral is less than the demand value, and decides if not. Hence this approach
yields the following representation of the choice correspondence for costly deferral γ: for
all A P ℘pAq and x P <¥0

(5)

γ pA, :x q 

#

suppA, u, tpuq if V Ix pAq ¤ 0

t:xu

otherwise

As concerns the criteria determining whether the decision maker defers or not, there are
two evident points of contrast with representation (2). The first concerns the value or cost
considerations driving deferral. Under the standard approach, it is the value of the expected
information that determines whether deferral is acceptable, whereas under the model proposed in Section 3, the relevant factor is the (psychological) cost of deciding when one
would have wanted to defer. Note that, consistently with the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic reasons for deferring introduced in Section 1.1, the value of information
depends on factors beyond DM1’s immediate decision – and in particular the information
available to the person who will take the decision if it is deferred – whilst the cost of deciding in representation (2) only depends on the decision itself, and in particular the level
of confidence appropriate for it. Given the relative nature of the former term, this difference between the two representations does not immediately translate into a perspicuous
axiomatic difference in the setup adopted here.
The second point of contrast concerns the existence of a second ‘non-cost’ criterion
determining whether the decision maker defers or not. Under the value of information approach, deferral is entirely dictated by the value considerations just discussed: the decision
maker defers whenever the value of the expected information given the cost of deferral is
positive. Under representation (2), the decision maker’s capacity to decide on the basis of
the beliefs in which he has appropriate confidence also plays a role in determining whether
he defers or not. In particular, he does not necessarily defer in cases where the psychological cost of deciding outweighs the cost of deferral: whenever he has sufficient confidence
in the relevant beliefs, he decides. This difference between the value of information and
confidence approaches does have simple behavioral consequences.
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Under the value of information approach, if the decision maker defers the decision from
a menu A at some non-zero cost of deferral, then for each mixture Aα h of the menu, there
is a non-zero cost of deferral at which the decision maker defers the choice. For instance,
if the decision maker defers, at some cost, the choice of whether to take a bet where one
could win or lose $1 M, then there is a cost he would pay to defer the choice of whether
to bet on the same event but with stakes of $10.20 If there is a difference of information
between DM1 and DM2 in one case, there will be an information difference in the other.
This behavioural pattern may be violated under the model developed in this paper, because,
although one might not have enough confidence in the relevant beliefs to decide when $1
M are at stake, the level of confidence required may be lower when only $10 are at stake.
If one holds the relevant beliefs to that level of confidence, one will decide in the latter
decision, no matter the cost of deferral.21
We thus conclude that the confidence approach developed in this paper is behaviorally
distinguishable from one of the major standard approaches to deferral, or delegation, namely
that based on difference or asymmetry of information.22
4.2

Combining confidence and information: a simple multi-factor model of deferral
As made clear at the outset, the ultimate aim of this paper is not to claim that there is

one ‘correct’ account of deferral, but rather to draw attention to a different, intrinsic, source
of deferral, which eventually may be integrated into existing approaches. To illustrate
20

The example in the text assumes a linear utility function. As standard, this assumption can be dropped

by replacing $10 by a lottery yielding a 105 chance of getting $1 M.
21
More formally, over and above the independence axiom used here (A3), the information-driven model
of deferral (5) satisfies the following condition, whilst the confidence-based model (2) does not:

P ℘pAq, h P A, α P p0, 1s and x P <¡0 , if :x P γ pA, :x q, then there
P γ pAα h, :x q.

(Deferral-Independence). For all A
exists x1 P <¡0 such that :x

1

22

1

A similar analysis applies mutatis mutandis to many of the main models in which deferral (leaving a

choice open) is based on consideration of the decision maker’s future self’s possible utility functions (for
example, Kreps (1979); Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini (2001); Gul and Pesendorfer (2001)). Note in particular that the addition of a self-control cost to a representation involving difference in information (including
information about future preferences), in the style of Gul and Pesendorfer (2001) for example, would not alleviate the behavioral difference identified above, since the independence axiom in the menu framework that
is satisfied by such models essentially implies the condition given in footnote 21. Moreover, in temptation
models, the decision maker may decide even if he were paid to defer (ie. if the cost of deferral were negative),
whereas this is not a consequence of the confidence-based approach.
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its potential interest, we now consider, on a very simple setup, how the two reasons for
deferring discussed above – expected difference in information and insufficient confidence
– may be combined, and some consequences of the presence of the two.
To this end, consider a decision maker DM3 who perceives the same information structure as DM1 (Section 4.1), but who is also a confidence-based decision maker of the sort
proposed in Section 3. More specifically, suppose that, beyond the utility function, the set
of signals I, posteriors pi and the distribution q over I, the decision maker has a centered
confidence ranking that is centered on p (DM1’s prior probability measure).23 Whenever
DM3 has sufficient confidence given the decision, he chooses, as in representation (2). In
these cases, he makes the same choices as DM1. When he lacks sufficient confidence, his
behaviour will depend on the value of deferring, which now incorporates confidence- and
information-related factors. The value, in utility units, of deferring from menu A when
deferral costs x and the decision maker has insufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs
becomes:

(6)

V Dx pAq




Eq max Epi uphpsq  xq  max Ep puphpsqq  cpDpAqqq

P

h A

V Ix pAq

cpDpAqq

P

h A

The first term on the first line is the expected value of the choice made by the person
deferred to, which incorporates the cost of deferring x. The second term is the value of
deciding rather than deferring for DM3: it is the standard expected value of the best act,
but, unlike the equivalent term in (3), it incorporates the psychological cost of deciding
from A when one does not hold the relevant beliefs with sufficient confidence for the decision, cpDpAqq. (Recall that this cost of deciding is in utility units and is normalized to

be non-negative.) The second line follows from the first by the definition of V Ix (equation
(3)). So DM3 chooses according to a representation that is the same as (2) except that
cpDpAqq ¤ upxq is replaced by V Ix pAq

cpDpAqq ¤ 0. Axiomatisation of this model and

generalizations beyond the terms of this simple analysis are left to future research.
23

The posteriors pi could also be centres of centered confidence rankings; however, since ex post the

decision maker is forced to choose, he will act like DM2 above, so the rest of the confidence rankings are
irrelevant. Likewise, the distribution q over I may be thought of as a centre of a confidence ranking, but we
may ignore the rest of the confidence ranking for the purposes of this simple exercise.
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The incorporation of confidence into a standard information-based model of deferral
thus introduces a second term – the cost of deciding from representation (2) – into the
determinant of whether the decision maker defers. Unlike the value of information term, the
cost of deciding term does not depend on the information differential between the decision
maker and the person who will take the decision if deferred, but only on the decision itself
and the level of confidence appropriate for it. It increases the value of deferral, and may
thus lead to deferral in situations where the information differential alone would not.
This effect can be clearly seen on the demand value of deferral (that is, the highest
amount the decision maker is willing to pay to defer). A decision maker incorporating
both information- and confidence-related considerations into his choices, and who is not
sufficiently confident in his beliefs given the decision, has a demand value of deferral of y
for the choice from a menu A, where:
V Dy pAq  V Iy pAq

(7)

cpDpAqq  0

Contrasting this with the demand value under the pure information-based model (given by
(4)) reveals that the incorporation of confidence bumps up the amount the decision making
is willing to pay to defer. Moreover, this increase is greater for more important decisions,
which call for more confidence.24
The introduction of confidence into the standard information-based approach may thus
be able to explain cases where the information differential between the decision maker and
the person to whom he defers does not justify the cost of deferral, but where the decision
maker defers nonetheless. For instance, active portfolio management appears to perform
too poorly with respect to passive benchmarks to justify its cost (Malkiel, 1995; Gruber,
1996), making it difficult to rationalize delegation solely on the basis of the difference
in information (or information-gathering ability) between the investor and the portfolio
manager. In such cases, where the decision is important and hence the cost of deciding is
high, this cost may drive up the price that the investor is willing to pay to defer, ultimately
leading to the choice to delegate.
24

Basic comparative statics of the demand value of deferral can be immediately read off from equation (7)

and the analysis in Appendix A. Decision makers that are more decision averse (see Appendix A for a precise

definition of this notion) have higher costs of deciding from a menu A (cpDpAqq), so their demand value of
deferral for A is higher.
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Such cases could be just instances of a more general sort of ‘calibration error’. The
analysis suggests that standard estimations of the information differential based on willingness to pay to delegate or defer tend to be overvalued: part of what may be driving deferral
is the reluctance to choose in important decisions on the basis of beliefs in which one has
insufficient confidence. Correct estimations of the information differential may need to
take this factor into account.
Finally, we note that the introduction of confidence into the information-based approach
might also have consequences for what delegation or deferral options the decision maker
adopts when he defers. If investors in fact see themselves as buying two services from
portfolio managers – information, but also the taking of a difficult decision on their behalf
– the relative importance of the two aspects in the decision to delegate may impact upon
the competitive pressure on managers to provide high quality information. Exploration of
such possible consequences of the introduction of confidence is left for further research.25

5

Related literature

Several related papers have already been mentioned previously; we now discuss some
points of related literature that have not been treated above.
As noted in the Introduction, Bewley’s (1986 / 2002) theory of status quo choice –
which can be thought of as deferral to nature – is one of the first axiomatic theories of intrinsic deferral-like phenomena. The essential intuition, which is behind part of the subsequent axiomatic literature on the status quo bias (for example, Masatlioglu and Ok (2005);
Ortoleva (2010); Riella and Teper (2014))26 , is that one sticks with the status quo in the
absence of appropriate determinate preference. Many discussions of deferral in behavioral
25

Although the details will of course differ considerably, there is little reason to expect that the general

conclusions are specific to information-based approaches. There may even be interesting consequences of
integrating confidence into accounts of deferral, or procrastination, based on time inconsistency, which have
a different structure and often different primitives. For example, for a single task – such as a single decision
to be taken – with a fixed cost, procrastination tends to decrease with increases in the per-period benefit
(O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2001), suggesting that there would be less deferral in important decisions. Adding
confidence to the model would imply that the cost (which is exogenous in the cited model) increases with the
importance of the decision, tempering the mitigating effect of increased importance on deferral. This may
contribute to explaining procrastination in important decisions such as the choice of retirement policy.
26
A technically related paper drawing on a different motivation is Savochkin (2014).
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economics (for example, Tversky and Shafir (1992)) and marketing (for example, Dhar
(1997)), though generally couched in the context of decision under certainty, make reference at times to apparently similar intuitions that deferral results from preferences being
incompletely constructed or ‘conflicting’. To the extent that it is the decision maker’s actual preferences that drive deferral, these are involved with intrinsic deferral. Although the
theory proposed in this paper may be interpreted as a theory of status quo choice, the interpretation is more general, covering and focussing on cases of deferral to one’s later self,
and deferral to someone else.
As suggested previously, there is a relationship between representation (2) and incomplete preferences. Rather than discussing the whole literature on incomplete preferences,
we focus on several conceptually and formally related papers.27 Danan (2003b) and Kopylov (2009) both involve incomplete preference relations where incompleteness is interpreted in terms of postponing a decision. The former paper cashes out this option in terms
of preference for flexibility and hence, as discussed in Sections 1.1 and 4.1, is concerned
with extrinsic deferral (see Danan (2003a) for a related study in a choice-theoretical framework). The latter paper, which uses the unanimity representation à la Bewley and is noncommittal about the relationship between postponing a decision and preference for flexibility, may be interpreted in terms of intrinsic deferral. However, it does not offer an account
of behaviour when deferral or postponement is costly.
The closest paper in this literature is Hill (2014), which, though it does not involve a
deferral interpretation of incompleteness, can technically be thought of as a special case of
(2) where deferral is free and all menus are binary. However, like Hill (2013), it assumes
an exogenously-given notion of the stakes involved in, or importance of, a decision. This
assumption is objectionable, especially if one considers the importance of a decision to be
a subjective judgement on the part of the decision maker. No such assumption is made
here. Indeed, as discussed in Remarks 1 and 3, a notion of stakes can be defined from the
endogenous elements of representation (2). Theorem 1 can thus be thought of as providing
a behavioural foundation for the notion of stakes assumed in the cited papers, and hence
an answer to the aforementioned criticism of the confidence-based approach that they set
out. Indeed, this could be considered a separate contribution of the theorem; it is, to our
knowledge, the first behavioural foundation for the notion of stakes in the literature.
27

Readers seeking a more developed discussion of this literature are referred to Hill (2014).
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The cost of deciding involved in representation (2) is reminiscent of cost factors involved in representations studied by Ergin and Sarver (2010); Ortoleva (2013); Buturak
and Evren (2014). In a menu-preference framework, Ergin and Sarver (2010) derive endogenously the elements of a costly information acquisition representation, where different
information structures have costs, called ‘contemplation costs’. Given the conceptual proximity to the literature on information acquisition and preference for flexibility, the general
remarks concerning the relationship between the approach taken here and standard approaches (see Sections 1.1 and 4.1) continue to apply. In particular, when applied to the
question of deferral, Ergin and Sarver (2010) evidently take an extrinsic approach, which,
even ignoring technical differences and differences in framework, clearly yields a different
representation from that proposed here.
Buturak and Evren (2014), working in a choice-theoretic framework with a fixed ‘default option’ that is always present and no explicit cost of taking that option, introduce
several related models incorporating a value of this option. The default option in their
models can be either interpreted as a (fixed) status quo or as the opportunity to postpone
the decision. In the most structured ‘subjective state space’ representation, both interpretations involve consideration of the decision maker’s ex ante uncertainty about his future
tastes. Hence, when interpreted in terms of deferral, this representation adopts an extrinsic approach, as opposed to the intrinsic approach taken here. The less structured ‘variable
threshold’ representation, under the status quo interpretation of the default option, is related
to the status quo literature mentioned above, and many of the points made there apply to
this case. Behavioural differences between these representations and our representation (2)
include the fact that the former demand that the decision maker defers from some singleton menus, whereas the latter implies that the decision maker never defers from singleton
menus. Moreover, once this aspect is set aside, the independence axiom involved in the
former representations appears to be stronger than our A3, to the extent that it demands
that the decision maker choose from a mixture of a menu whenever he chooses from the
menu itself (see also the discussion in Section 3.2.1).28
28

More precisely, in their models, the decision maker chooses from the mixture of a menu with an alterna-

tive if he chooses from the menu and from the singleton set containing the alternative; as noticed, this latter
condition is automatically satisfied in the model proposed here. Another way of seeing the difference is by
noting that, though our representation (2) can be written in the same form as their VT representation (their
(1)), the threshold function will not be affine, as assumed in their representation (Definition 1).
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Ortoleva (2013) proposes a representation of preferences over menus where the valuation of each menu differs from the standard ‘additive EU representation’ (Kreps, 1979;
Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini, 2001) by the addition of a ‘thinking cost’ that is a function
of the menu. Despite the difference in interpretation – the thinking cost is generally motivated in terms of computational constraints, rather than the importance of the decision –
the cost of deciding involved in representation (2) could be thought of as a possible source
of Ortoleva’s thinking cost, insofar as it represents the psychological cost of taking certain
decisions. However, even putting aside technical differences and differences in framework,
the representation in Ortoleva (2013) is quite different from ours, because it is concerned
with a different choice problem. Ortoleva considers the problem of deciding which choice
the decision maker would like to face at some future moment – and the cost of deciding or
thinking in the choice he eventually faces will be a factor in this ex ante decision, though
it does not affect the ex post choice taken. By contrast, we consider behavior in a single
choice situation where deferral is an option – and the cost of deciding may influence the
decision to defer or not.29

6

Conclusion

One potential source of deferral is lack of confidence in the beliefs needed to decide. Whilst
recognised in some studies of deferral behavior – such as deferral to nature or to the status
quo – this source is completely absent from many accounts of deferral – in particular standard accounts of delegation to others or deferral to one’s future self. This paper makes a
start at incorporating it into our models of such cases of deferral.
We develop a theory of deferral in which the decision maker’s confidence in his beliefs
plays a double role. It drives deferral, insofar as the decision maker is inclined to defer only
29

This difference can be seen in the representations themselves, by considering the choice between f and

g in the presence of a free deferral option: written in menu language, this is the choice among tf u, tg u and

tf, gu. Under Ortoleva’s representation, there is no cost of thinking involved in the valuation of tf u and tgu,
but there may be a positive cost attached to tf, g u; under our representation, opting for tf u or tg u incurs
a cost of deciding, whereas deferral – tf, g u – incurs no cost. This is due to the difference in the choice
problems considered. Since Ortoleva is considering what choice the decision maker would like to be faced

with, if he is faced with tf u, no thinking will be required, so the cost is zero. Since we are considering

behaviour in the choice between f and g with the possibility of deferring, tf u amounts to making a decision
and hence may incur a cost.
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when he lacks sufficient confidence in the relevant beliefs given the decision to be taken;
whenever he has sufficient confidence, he decides. It prices deferral, to the extent that the
value of the deferral option is determined by the confidence level appropriate for the decision under consideration. The theory applies naturally to situations where deferral is costly,
which are the norm in cases of deferral to others or to one’s future self. In these situations,
a decision maker represented by the model decides if he has sufficient confidence in the
relevant beliefs given the decision; if he lacks sufficient confidence, he decides whenever
the cost of deferral outweighs its value, as determined by the confidence level appropriate
for the decision, and he defers if not.
A behavioural axiomatization of this model is given, in which all the elements are
derived endogenously. Choice-theoretically, the theory is quite reasonable: the essential
axiomatic difference from the standard Savagean theory of decision under uncertainty (applied in a choice-theoretic setting) is to weaken the equivalent of the preference-theoretic
completeness, transitivity and independence axioms to allow the decision maker to defer in
cases where the standard axioms would have demanded decision.
The formulation of the model and its axiomatic analysis clarifies the relationship between confidence as a source of deferral and standard mechanisms for deferral to others or
to one’s future self considered in the literature, such as those based on expected difference
or asymmetry of information between the deferrer and the deferree. In particular, it reveals behavioural patterns exhibited by information-based models but not by the proposed
confidence-based one, hence showing that the two approaches to deferral are behaviourally
distinct.
Finally, the proposed model provides a starting point for the incorporation of confidence
into standard approaches to deferral. A straightforward integration of confidence into an
information-differential model yields a simple additive formula for the effect of confidence
on the value of deferral. The model suggests that the introduction of confidence as a source
of deferral increases the price the decision maker is willing to pay to defer, and that this
effect is stronger for more important decisions (which call for more confidence). This
may help explain some cases that are problematic for the standard approach: although the
expected information differential may be insufficient to explain the observed willingness to
pay for deferral or delegation, lack of confidence in the relevant beliefs, combined with the
importance of the decision, would imply deferral even at relatively high costs.
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Attitudes to decision and deferral

In this Appendix, we perform some basic comparative statics on representation (2), bringing out the role of the various elements in the decision maker’s attitude to deciding or
deferring.
In the current context, there is a particularly simple comparison of decision makers’
attitude to deciding: if decision maker 2 decides, rather than deferring, in every choice situation in which decision maker 1 decides, then decision maker 2 has less trouble deciding,
and seeks deferral less, than decision maker 1. We shall say that decision maker 2 is less
decision averse, or equivalently less deferral seeking, than decision maker 1. Formally, we
say that (a decision maker whose choice correspondence is) γ 1 is more decision averse than

γ 2 when, for all A P ℘pAq, x P <¥0 , if :x

R γ 1pA, :xq then :x R γ 2pA, :xq.

Beyond this benchmark comparison, we consider two others, which shall be useful
in the separation of the roles of the different elements of the model. The first involves
the comparison of when the cost of deferral is motivating. Recall from the discussion in
Section 3.2 that a cost is said to be motivating for a menu when it can drive the decision
from it: there is a version of the menu from which the decision maker decides when deferral
has this cost, though he does not decide when deferral is free. We shall say that decision
maker 2 is more cost motivated than decision maker 1 if whenever a cost is motivating for
a menu for decision maker 1, it is motivating for decision maker 2. Formally, we say that
(a decision maker whose choice correspondence is) γ 1 is less cost motivated than γ 2 when,
for all A P ℘pAq and x P <¥0 , if γ 1 pAq  H then γ 2 pAq  H.30
x

x

Decision aversion compares, for a given menu, the costs of deferral at which the decision makers decide. Another possible comparison focusses on the menus for which the
cost is motivating, rather than the cost itself. If a decision maker decides from a menu A
at every cost which is motivating for some other menu B, then this provides an indication
about his deferral behaviour, relative to the extent to which cost motivates his choices. The
more menus B for which this holds, the more he is inclined to decide rather than defer
from A. If whenever decision maker 1 chooses from a menu at every cost that is motivating for another menu, decision maker 2 does the same, then there is a sense in which
decision maker 2 exhibits less decision aversion. We shall say that decision maker 2 is less
30

Recall from the discussion in Section 3.2 that, for a choice correspondence for costly deferral γ, γ x pAq 

H exactly when x is motivating for A.
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motivation-calibrated decision averse than decision maker 1; the terminology reflects the
fact that decision maker’s cost motivation (rather than the cost itself) is used as a yardstick
in the comparison. Formally, we say that (a decision maker whose choice correspondence

P A, if
pB q  H, then :x R γ2pA, :xq for all x P <¥0

is) γ 1 is more motivation-calibrated decision averse than γ 2 when, for all A, B

:x R γ1pA, :xq for all x P <¥0 such that γ 1
x
such that γ 2 pB q  H.

x

The weakness of these notions – none of them ask that the decision makers choose
the same acts when they decide – mean that the implications for the relationships between
the elements of the representation are also weak. For a finer analysis, we shall follow a
standard strategy in the literature and make assumptions sufficiently strong to guarantee
that the decision makers have the same utilities and beliefs. To this end, we introduce the
following notion.
Definition 3. Let γ satisfy axioms A1–A10. The confidence-in-choice relation ¤ on A 
℘pAq is defined as follows: for any A, B

x P <¥0 , if f

P γ xpAq, then g P γ xpB q.

P ℘pAq and f, g P A, pf, Aq ¤ pg, B q iff, for all

Recall from Section 3.2 that a cost is not motivating for a menu if, whenever the decision maker decides at this cost, he would decide even if deferral was free: he is, so to speak,
sure enough to choose even if there were no cost to deferral. So if a cost x is not motivating
for the choice from B and g is chosen, but x is motivating for the choice from A, then this
can be taken as an indication that the decision maker is more confident in his choice of g
from B than in his choice from A. Definition 3 introduces a confidence-in-choice relation

that, in these situations, ranks the choice of g from B (pg, B q) higher than any choice from

A (for example, pf, Aq).

We shall say that two decision makers are confidence equivalent if they have the same
confidence-in-choice relation.
Definition 4. Let γ 1 and γ 2 satisfy axioms A1–A10. γ 1 and γ 2 are confidence equivalent

if ¤1 ¤2 .

Proposition A.1. Let γ 1 and γ 2 satisfy axioms A1–A10, and be represented by pu1 , Ξ1 , D1 , c1 q
and pu2 , Ξ2 , D2 , c2 q respectively. γ 1 and γ 2 are confidence equivalent if and only if u2 is a
positive affine transformation of u1 and Ξ1

 Ξ2.
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This proposition confirms that a decision maker’s confidence in his choices is entirely
determined by his utilities and his confidence in beliefs. This is to be expected: to the
extent that his choices are dictated by his utilities and his beliefs, it is reasonable that confidence in choices be determined by confidence in utilities – which is trivial in this model,
because of the use of a single utility function – and confidence in beliefs, represented by the
confidence ranking. Once differences in utilities and confidence in beliefs are accounted
for, by comparing decision makers who have the same confidence in choices, the different
comparisons mentioned above are entirely characterised by the relationship between the
cautiousness coefficients and the cost functions, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition A.2. Let γ 1 and γ 2 satisfy axioms A1–A10 and be confidence equivalent.
Then:
(i) γ 1 is more decision averse than γ 2 if and only if there exist representations

pu, Ξ, D1, c1q and pu, Ξ, D2, c2q of γ 1 and γ 2 respectively such that c2pD2pAqq ¤
c1 pD1 pAqq for all A P Υ2 and D2 pAq  D1 pAq for all A R Υ2 .

(ii) γ 1 is less cost motivated than γ 2 if and only if there exist representations

pu, Ξ, D1, c1q and pu, Ξ, D2, c2q of γ 1 and γ 2 respectively such that c2pC q ¤ c1pC q
for all C P Ξ.

(iii) γ 1 is more motivation-calibrated decision averse than γ 2 if and only if there exist
representations pu, Ξ, D1 , c1 q and pu, Ξ, D2 , c2 q of γ 1 and γ 2 respectively such that

D2 pAq  D1 pAq for all A P ℘pAq.

Since the cost function is unique, given the utility function, the comparison in part (ii)
holds for all representations using the same utility function. Similarly, since the cautiousness coefficient D is only unique on Υ, it really only makes sense to compare D1 and D2
on Υ1

X Υ2, and the comparisons on these sets (in parts (i) and (iii)) hold for all repre-

sentations using the same utility function. (Note that both notions of decision aversion
in fact imply that Υ1

Υ2 , as is clear from the proof.) The formulation used for part

(iii) in particular emphasises that the restriction to Υ2 in the uniqueness of the cautiousness coefficient does not complicate applications: insofar as the behavioural consequences
of comparisons of motivation-calibrated decision aversion are concerned, one can assume
that the cautiousness coefficient containment condition holds everywhere.
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Proposition A.2 brings out both the characterisation of the standard notion of decision
aversion and the behavioural effects of the cautiousness coefficient and the cost function.
More decision averse decision makers assign a higher cost to (the confidence level associated with) every menu. For each menu, they value the option of deferring from that menu
more than less decision averse counterparts. Whilst not surprising, this does not separate
the role of the cautiousness coefficient and the cost function, insofar as the cost assigned
to a menu depends both on the level of confidence deemed appropriate for choice from the
menu (determined by the cautiousness coefficient) and the cost of deciding when this level
of confidence is required (determined by the cost function).
The other two parts of the result provide this separation. Comparison in terms of the
cost function alone corresponds precisely to a difference in cost motivation: decision makers who are less cost motivated have a higher cost of deciding for every confidence level. It
is the degree to which certain costs motivate decision makers’ decisions that reveals the relationship between their costs of deciding at given confidence levels. By contrast, ordering
in terms of motivation-calibrated decision aversion is characterised precisely in terms of
an appropriate ordering of the cautiousness coefficients. It is intuitive that decision makers
who assign higher levels of confidence to each menu are more decision averse: part (iii)
of Proposition A.2 shows that this is the case, when decision aversion is measured on the
motivation rather than the cost yardstick. Note that these results confirm the interpretations
adopted for the elements of the model. Confidence drives deferral – and the cautiousness
coefficient reflects tastes for choosing on the basis of limited confidence, when measured
on a scale that is cost independent (the scale provided by motivation). Confidence also
prices deferral – and the cost function captures the value of deferring, or equivalently the
cost of deciding, fleshed out entirely in terms of the sensitivity of deferral behaviour to the
cost of deferral.
Naturally, piecing together parts (ii) and (iii), one obtains a behavioural characterisation of when two decision makers satisfy both the containment condition on cautiousness
coefficients and the ordering condition on cost functions: one is both less cost motivated
and more motivation-calibrated decision averse than the other. It is evident from the proposition that these two comparisons imply that the decision maker is more decision averse.
As Proposition C.3 in Appendix C shows, apart from this implication, the comparisons are
independent: no other pair of comparisons imply the third.
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Appendix B

Proof of Theorem 1

Throughout the remaining Appendices, B will denote the space of real-valued functions on

S, and bapS q will denote the set of additive real-valued set functions on S, both under the
Euclidean topology. B is equipped with the standard order: a

¤ b iff apsq ¤ bpsq for all

s P S. For x P <, let x be the constant function taking value x.

The main part of Theorem 1 consists in showing the sufficiency of the axioms ((i) to (ii)

direction), the proof of which proceeds as follows. We first construct a binary relation ® on
℘pAq satisfying appropriate properties. This essentially orders menus according to whether

a higher or lower confidence level is appropriate. The essential idea of the construction is

P Υ, A ® B iff ιpAq ¤ ιpB q; the main work in the construction (Lemma B.1)
is to extend this definition to the whole of ℘pAq in such a way as the retain the appropriate
that, for A, B

properties. Then we establish (Lemma B.2) the representation for the case where deferral

is free. To this end, for each indifference class r under ® – which, recall, can be thought of
as corresponding to a level of confidence – we define a function γr from menus to (perhaps
empty) subsets, which can be thought of as representing the choices from menus considered
‘as if’ the appropriate level of confidence was r. We show (Lemmas B.4 to B.6) that for
every non-minimal r there is a closed convex set of probability measures Cr representing γr
in the sense that the elements selected by γr are the optimal ones according to the unanimity
rule applied with Cr . Lemmas B.8 and B.9 show that the choice correspondence for minimal
r can be represented according to the unanimity rule with the intersection of the Cr for the
other stakes levels, and that this set is a singleton. By Lemma B.7, the Cr form a nested
family of sets, and we thus have a confidence ranking. By Lemmas C.8 and C.9, this
confidence ranking is continuous, and by Lemma C.10, it is strict. By construction, the
function that assigns to any level r the set Cr is a well-defined cautiousness coefficient.
Moreover, the function that assigns to any set Cr in the confidence ranking the utility of
ιpAq for any A

P r is a well-defined cost function.

Finally we show that these elements

correctly capture the part of the representation where deferral has non-zero cost (Lemma
B.10). We detail the main steps below; proofs of the technical lemmas are relegated to
Appendix C.
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Sufficiency of axioms

 < is a separable metric space, the space of all Borel probability measures on X, and hence ∆pX q (which, recall from Section 2.1, is the subspace
Note firstly that since X

of finitely additive probability measures on X), can be equipped with a separable metric
(Billingsley, 2009, p72; Aliprantis and Border, 2007, Theorem 15.12). Hence, A is a sepa-

rable metric space, equipped with the product metric, and ℘pAq is a metric space, under the
Hausdorff metric. If Φ  H, then by A4, :x

R γ pA, :xq for all A P ℘pAq, x P <¥0, and the

result follows from the standard representation theorem for expected utility. Throughout
the rest of the proof, we thus assume that Φ

 H. We begin by stating some preliminary

results (see Appendix C for proofs).
The first is a generalisation of Hill (2012, Theorem 2), which held for finite menus, to
the case of infinite menus (with topological structure).
Theorem 2. Let X be a metric space and ℘pX q the set of non-empty compact subsets of

X, endowed with the Hausdorff topology. Let γ : ℘pX q

Ñ 2X be a function such that

γ pAq  A for all A P ℘pX q. Suppose that γ satisfies the following continuity property: for
all sequences Ai

P ℘pX q and xi P X with Ai Ñ A and xi Ñ x, if xi P γ pAiq for all i, then

x P γ pAq.31 The following are equivalent:

(i) There exists a reflexive, transitive binary relation ¨ such that γ pAq  tx P A | x ©
y @y

P Au;

(ii) γ satisfies the following properties:
α
π
sing

if x P A  B and x P γ pB q, then x P γ pAq

if x P A, y

P A X B, y P γ pB q and x P γ pAq, then x P γ pA Y B q
if A  txu, then x P γ pAq.

Moreover, ¨ is unique.
Finally, if γ always takes non-empty values, (ii) is equivalent to the existence of a reflexive, transitive and complete preference relation representing γ, even in the absence of
the continuity assumption.
31

Note that γ is not necessarily a correspondence, because it is not necessarily non-empty-valued. The

continuity condition, which is essentially a version of the standard upper hemi-continuity condition for correspondences, is thus stated explicitly.
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Secondly, Lemma C.1 establishes that there is a strictly increasing zeroed continuous

affine utility function u : ∆pX q Ñ < representing the restriction of γ to menus of constant
acts. We fix such a u for use throughout the proof, and let K

 up∆pX qq and B pK q be

the set of functions in B taking values in K. Note that since u is strictly increasing, K is
an open interval. B pK q is naturally isomorphic to a subset of <|S | , and we take it to be

equipped with the Euclidean topology. Lemma C.2 guarantees that, under u, γ generates

a well-defined choice correspondence for costly deferral on ℘pB pK qq  D, which, with
slight abuse of notation, we denote by γ.
B.1.1

Construction of ‘higher level of confidence appropriate’ relation

Lemma B.1. There exists a non-trivial, continuous weak order32 ® on ℘pAq satisfying:
i. for all A, B

P Υ, A ® B iff ιpAq ¤ ιpB q;

ii. for all A P Υ, B

P ΦzΥ, if ιpAq ¡ mmcpB q, then A ¡ B;

iii. for all A, B, P ℘pAq, if A
iv. for all A, B
B

® Aα1 h1;

 B, then A  B;

e.e.

P Φ  ℘pAq, there exists h, h1 P A and α, α1 P p0, 1s such that Aαh ®

v. there exists A P Φ such that, for all B
where  and

P ℘pAq, A ® B.

are the symmetric and asymmetric parts of ® respectively.

Proof. Recall that, by assumption, Φ is non-empty. Note that, by A7, ℘p∆pX qq  Φc . We

first define the function ι̃ : Φ Ñ < as follows: ι̃pAq  ιpAq if A P Υ and ι̃pAq  mmcpAq
otherwise. By A9 part iii. ι̃ is continuous.
By Lemma C.1, u is a strictly increasing zeroed continuous affine utility function rep-

resenting the restriction of γ to sets of constant acts. Note that td P ∆pX q | γ ptc, du, :0 q 

tcuu and td P ∆pX q | γ ptc, du, :0q  tduu is a subbase for the set of open subsets of
∆pX q that are pre-images of sets in K under u; since the image under u of these sets is
ty P K |y upcqu and ty P K |y ¡ upcqu, a subbase for the set of open subsets of
K, u is a quotient map (Hart, Nagata, and Vaughan, 2004, Section b-4). Moreover, there
32

A weak order is a reflexive, transitive and complete binary relation; a relation ¤ on a topological space

X is continuous if ty

P X | x ¤ yu and ty P X | x ¥ yu are closed in X.
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is a many-to-one map û : A
s

P

Ñ B pK q, given by ûpf qpsq  u  f psq, for all f P

A,

S. Since u is a quotient map and û is a finite product of quotient maps, û is also

a quotient map. Let ũ : ℘pAq

Ñ ℘pB pK qq be the generated map between the compact subsets of A and B pK q (since û is continuous, the image of each element of ℘pAq
is compact). By Aliprantis and Border (2007, Theorem 3.91), the Hausdorff topology

on ℘pAq coincides with the Vietoris topology on ℘pAq, and similarly for ℘pB pK qq. The

X Gl1 X    X Gln, where the Gi are open subsets of
B pK q, Gh  tF P ℘pB pK qq | F  Gu and Gl  tF P ℘pB pK qq | F X G  Hu,
is a base for the Vietoris topology on ℘pB pK qq (Aliprantis and Border, 2007, Definition
3.89). So H  ℘pB pK qq is open iff it is the union of such sets, and this holds iff ũ1 pH q
is the union of sets of the form ũ1 pGh0 q X ũ1 pGl1 q X    X ũ1 pGln q with Gi open in

B pK q. But since ũ1 pGh q  tũ1 pF q | F P ℘pB pK qq, F  Gu  G1 Pû pGq tF P

℘pAq | F  G1 u  G1 Pû pGq pG1 qh and ũ1 pGl q  tũ1 pF q | F P ℘pB pK qq, F X G 
Hu  G1Pû pGqtF P ℘pAq | F X G1  Hu  G1Pû pGqpG1ql , ũ1pH q is the union
of sets of the form ũ1 pGh0 q X ũ1 pGl1 q X    X ũ1 pGln q with Gi open in B pK q iff it is
a pre-image of an open subset of ℘pB pK qq under ũ that is the union of sets of the form
pG10qh X pG11ql X    X pG1nql where the G1i are open subsets of A. By the definition of the
Vietoris topology on ℘pAq, this latter property holds iff ũ1 pH q is open. So H is open
in ℘pB pK qq iff ũ1 pH q is open in ℘pAq. Hence ũ is a quotient map between ℘pAq and
℘pB pK qq taken with the Vietoris, or equivalently Hausdorff, topology.
Recall that, with slight abuse of notation, we use γ : ℘pB pK qq  D Ñ 2B pK qYD zH
to denote the choice correspondence for costly deferral generated on ℘pB pK qq  D by γ
collection of sets of the form Gh0

1

1

1

1

under ũ; similarly, we use ι to denote the image of ι and likewise for mmc, Υ, Φ and ι̃.

(Lemma C.2 and A6 imply that γ is well-defined on B pK q and that ι, mmc, ι̃, Υ and Φ

are well-defined on ℘pB pK qq.) Since ũ is a quotient map, it follows from a standard result
(Kelley, 1975, Theorem 3.9) that the continuity of ι̃ implies that the function it generates
on Φ  ℘pB pK qq is continuous.

Let x  inf ιpΥq; by the definition of ι̃, inf ι̃pΥq  inf ι̃pΦq  x. For each A P Φ such

that mmcpAq

 x, tαA p1  αql |α P p0, 1s, l P B pK qu X pΥqc  H, by A10 part ii.
p be any element of tαA p1  αql |α P p0, 1s, l P B pK qu such that
For each such A, let A
dpÂ, Υq ¡ 12 supA1 PtαA p1αql |αPp0,1s,lPB pK qu dpA1 , Υq (where d is the Euclidean metric on
p | A P ℘pB pK qq, mmcpAq  xu. Note that, by A9 part i., A R Υ for
B pK q). Let B  tA
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P B. We now show that, if B X Υ  H, then ι̃pB X Υq  x. For any A P B X Υ,
the definition of B and the continuity of the metric implies that there is no αA p1  αql,
for α P p0, 1s, l P B pK q, with distance from Υ strictly greater than the distance of A from
Υ, whence, by A10 part ii., mmcpAq  x. Since A R Υ, it follows from the definition of ι̃
that ι̃pAq  mmcpAq  x, as required.
Now consider the correspondence t : Φ Ñ < (ie. map from Φ Ñ 2< zH) defined as
follows: tpAq  tι̃pAqu if A P Υ; tpAq  txu if A P B; and tpAq  rx, ι̃pAqs otherwise. t
all A

is obviously a well-defined closed and convex-valued correspondence. We now show that
it is lower hemicontinuous. By Aliprantis and Border (2007, Theorem 17.21), it suffices
to show that for any pAn q
with yn

P tpAnq for all n.

P

Ñ A, and any y P tpAq, there exists yn Ñ y
Whenever A R B X Υ, this is an immediate consequence of
Φ with An

the continuity of ι̃, the fact that Υ and B are closed, and of the definition of t. Whenever
A

P B X Υ, as shown above, ι̃pAq 

x, so the continuity of t at A follows from the

continuity of ι̃. Hence t is lower hemicontinuous.
Since Φ is metric, and hence paracompact, the Michael Selection Theorem (Aliprantis

and Border, 2007, Theorem 17.66) implies that there exists a continuous function s : Φ Ñ

< such that spAq P tpAq for all A P Φ. By definition s agrees with ι̃ on Υ, and it attains its

infimal value.

It remains to extend s to B pK q. Since ℘pB pK qq is a metric space, so is Φ. Since s

is continuous on this space, by Aliprantis and Border (2007, Lemma 3.12) there exists an
equivalent metric on Φ under which s is Lipschitz, and hence uniformly continuous. By
Aliprantis and Border (2007, Lemma 3.11), there is a uniformly continuous extension of
s to the closure of Φ under this metric, which, since the metrics are equivalent, coincides
with Φ, the closure under the Hausdorff metric. Let ŝ be this extension; it is a continuous

function (under the Hausdorff metric on ℘pB pK qq) on Φ. Moreover, by definition, ŝpΦq 
spΦq.

Since ℘pB pK qq is a metric space (and hence normal) and Φ is closed, Tietze’s extension

theorem (Aliprantis and Border, 2007, Theorem 2.47) applies, and implies that there is a
continuous real-valued function σ on ℘pB pK qq and agreeing with ŝ on Φ. Moreover, σ can
be chosen such that σ p℘pB pK qqq  ŝpΦq  spΦq.

Define the relation ® on ℘pAq as follows: for any A, B

P ℘pAq, A ® B iff σpũpAqq ¤
σ pũpB qq. Since σ is a continuous real-valued function defined everywhere on ℘pB pK qq,
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® is a continuous weak order; since σ is defined on ℘pB pK qq, ® satisfies property iii. By
definition, s and hence σ is not a constant function, so ® is non-trivial. Moreover, s attains
its infimal value, so σ attains its infimal value with an element in Φ, and hence ® satsifies
property v. We now show that it satisfies the other required properties.

P ℘pAq with A P Υ, by
definition, σ pũpAqq  ιpAq. As concerns property ii., if A P Υ and B P ΦzΥ, then, by
the definition of σ, σ pũpAqq  ιpAq and σ pũpB qq ¤ mmcpB q. Hence if ιpAq ¡ mmcpB q,
then σ pũpAqq ¡ σ pũpB qq, as required. We now show that ® satisfies property iv. On the
one hand, by A10 part i., for any A, B P Φ with σ pũpAqq
σ pũpB qq  x, there exists
α1 P p0, 1s and h1 P A such that σ pũpAα1 h1 qq  ιpAα1 h1 q ¥ x, as required. On the other
hand, to treat the case where A, B P Φ with σ pũpAqq ¡ σ pũpB qq  x, we consider two
cases. If mmcpAq  inf ιpΥq  x, by A5 there exists α1 P p0, 1s and h1 P A such that
:0 R γ pũpAα1 h1q, :0q, so, by the definition of σ, σpũpAα1 h1qq ¤ mmcpAq  x ¤ x. On the
other hand, if mmcpAq  inf ιpΥq, by construction there exists α1 P p0, 1s and h1 P A such
that ũpAα1 h1 q P B and so σ pũpAα1 h1 qq  x ¤ x. It follows that ® satisfies property iv, as
Property i. follows immediately from the fact that, for all A

required. This completes the proof of Lemma B.1.

B.1.2

Construction of confidence ranking and representation

Throughout this section, and the relevant Lemmas in Appendix C,

® is assumed to

be any relation satisfying the conditions i–v of Lemma B.1. We say that a function D :
℘pAq

Ñ Ξ respects ® if, for any A, B P ℘pAq, DpAq  DpB q iff A ® B. The following

lemma is central.
Lemma B.2. There exists a centred strict continuous confidence ranking Ξ and a cautiousness coefficient D : ℘pAq Ñ Ξ respecting ® such that, for all A P ℘pAq,

(8)

γ pA, :0 q 

#

suppA, u, DpAqq if suppA, u, DpAqq  H

t:0u

if suppA, u, DpAqq  H

where u is as in Lemma C.1.
Proof. By Lemma C.1, there exists a strictly increasing zeroed continuous affine utility
function u representing choices on menus consisting of constant acts. We use the notation
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introduced in the proof of Lemma B.1; in particular, we denote by ũ : ℘pAq

Ñ ℘pB pK qq

the function on menus generated by u. As above, we use this function to map γ into a

choice correspondence for costly deferral on ℘pB pK qq  D, which we also call γ. Let ®

on ℘pB pK qq be the image of ® under u, and similarly for ι, mmc, Υ, Φ and γ̄ x . We begin
by stating two consequences of the construction and properties of ®.

P ℘pB pK qq, α P p0, 1s and l P B pK q, if αA p1 
αql ® A and :0 R γ pA, :0 q, then :0 R γ pαA p1  αql, :0 q, and similarly for the case where
αA p1  αql ¯ A. Moreover, Lemma C.5 establishes that, for every A, A1 P Φ, there
exists α P p0, 1s and l P B pK q such that αA p1  αql  A1 .
Let S be the set of equivalence classes of ®. As standard, ® on ℘pB pK qq generates
a relation on S, which will be denoted ¤ (with symmetric and asymmetric components 
and respectively): for r, s P S, r ¤ s iff, for any A P r and A1 P s, A ® A1 . r P S
is a minimal (respectively maximal) element if r ¤ s (resp. r ¥ s) for all s P S. Note
that, since ¤ is a linear ordering, there is at most one minimal (resp. maximal) element. By
property v of ®, there is a minimal element of S, which we call S; the maximal element, if it
exists, is denoted by S. We say that an element r P S is full if, for every A P Φ, there exists
α P p0, 1s and l P B pK q such that αA p1  αql P r. Let S f be the set of full elements of
S. By Lemma C.5 and the construction of ®, every non-maximal element of S is full. Let
S be the set of non-minimal elements of S f . For each r P S f , define γr : ℘pB pK qq Ñ
2B pK q as follows: for all A P Φ, γr pAq  B if there exists B P 2B pK q , l P B pK q and
α P p0, 1s such that γ pαA p1  αql, :0 q  αB p1  αql and αA p1  αql P r, and
γr pAq  H otherwise; and for all A R Φ, γr pAq  γ pA, :0 q. Lemma C.6 guarantees that
γ pαA p1  αql, :0 q  αB p1  αql if and only if γ pβA p1  β qm, :0 q  βB p1  β qm
for all l, m P B pK q and α, β P p0, 1s such that αA p1  αql, βA p1  β qm P r, so γr
is well-defined for every r P S f .
By Lemma C.7, the functions γr respect the ordering ¤ on S in the following sense:
for all A P ℘pAq and r, s P S f , if r ¥ s, then γr pAq  H implies that γs pAq  γr pAq. We
Firstly, by Lemma C.4, for all A

now establish some further properties of the γr .
Lemma B.3. For every r

P

S , γr satisfies the following continuity property: for all

P ℘pB pK qq, an P B pK q with An Ñ A and an Ñ a, if an P γr pAnq for all
n P N, then a P γr pAq.
sequences An

Proof. Let r be a non-minimal element of S f , and let an , An be a pair of sequences with
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Ñ A, an Ñ a and an P γr pAnq for all n P N. We consider the case where A P Φ,
and suppose without loss of generality that A P r. (The case where A R Φ can be treated

An

in an analogous fashion, replacing A in the argument below by any member of r.) If there

P N such that An ® A for all n ¥ N , then, by Lemma C.7, an P γ pAn, :0q for all
n ¥ N , so by A9 part i., a P γ pA, :0 q, and thus a P γr pAq, as required.
exists N

Now suppose that there is no such N . Since r is a non-minimal element of S f , there

exists l P B pK q and δ̄

P p0, 1q such that δ̄A p1  δ̄ql A. Let η  mintδ P pδ̄, 1s| δA
p1  δql ¯ Au (by the continuity of ® this is a minimum). Consider any δ P pδ̄, ηq; by the
definition of η, δA p1  δ ql A. By the continuity of ®, there exists Nδ P N such that, for
all n ¡ Nδ , δAn p1δ ql A. Lemma C.7 implies that δan p1δ ql P γ pδAn p1δ ql, :0 q
for every n ¡ Nδ , whence, by A9 part i., δa p1  δ ql P γ pδA p1  δ ql, :0 q. Since this
holds for all δ P pδ̄, η q, A9 part i. implies that ηa p1  η ql P γ pηA p1  η ql, :0 q. Since
ηA p1  η ql P r, it follows that a P γr pAq, as required.
P S f , there exists a unique reflexive, transitive binary relation ¨r
representing γr , in the following sense: γr pAq  ta P A | a ©r b @b P Au. Moreover, if
r  S, then ¨r is complete.
Lemma B.4. For each r

Proof. We first show that for every r

P S f , γr satisfies properties α and π in Theorem 2

(see also Hill (2012)).

P B pK q and A, B P ℘pB pK qq such that a P A  B and a P γr pB q,
and let xr P <¥0 be such that, for any A1 P ℘pAq such that A1 P Υ and A1 P r, ιpA1 q  xr
(by property i of ®, xr is well-defined). It follows from a P γr pB q that, for all α P p0, 1s,
l P B pK q such that :x R γ pαB p1  αql, :x q, αa p1  αql P γ pαB p1  αql, :0 q.
To see this, take any α P p0, 1s, l P B pK q such that :x R γ pαB p1  αql, :x q. If
αB p1  αql P Υ, then ιpαB p1  αqlq ¤ r, so αB p1  αql P s ¤ r, and since,
by Lemma C.7, γs pB q  γr pB q, αa p1  αql P γ pαB p1  αql, :0 q, contradicting
the assumption that αB p1  αql P Υ. So αB p1  αql R Υ, whence it follows from
a P γr pB q by the argument in Lemma C.6 that αa p1  αql P γ pαB p1  αql, :0 q, as
required. So a P γ̄ x pB q, from which it follows, by A1, that a P γ̄ x pAq. If A R Φ, then
:x R γ pA, :x q, so a P γ̄ x pAq implies that a P γ pA, :0q. Now consider the case where
A P Φ, and suppose without loss of generality that A P r. By the definition of ι, A4 and A9
Consider firstly a

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r
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part i., :xr

R γ pA, :x q, which, given a P γ̄ x pAq, implies that a P γ pA, :0q. So a P γr pAq,
r

r

and γr satisfies property α.

Now consider a, b P B pK q and A, B

P ℘pB pK qq such that a P A, b P A X B, a P γr pAq
and b P γr pB q. Let xr P <¥0 be such that, for any A1 P ℘pAq such that A1 P Υ and A1 P r,
ιpA1 q  xr . As above, for all α P p0, 1s, l P B pK q such that :x R γ pαA p1  αql, :x q,
αa p1  αql P γ pαA p1  αql, :0 q, and for all α P p0, 1s, l P B pK q such that :x R
γ pαB p1  αql, :x q, αb p1  αql P γ pαB p1  αql, :0 q. So a P γ̄ x pAq and b P γ̄ x pB q,
whence, by A2, a P γ̄ x pA Y B q. If A Y B R Φ, then :x R γ pA Y B, :x q, which, given
a P γ̄ x pA Y B q, implies a P γ pA Y B, :0 q. Now consider the case where A Y B P Φ and
suppose without loss of generality that A Y B P r. By the definition of ι, A4 and A9 part
i., :x R γ pA Y B, :x q, which, given a P γ̄ x pA Y B q, implies that a P γ pA Y B, :0 q. So
a P γr pA Y B q, and γr satisfies property π.
r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Now consider the case where r is non-minimal in S. By Lemma B.3, γr satisfies the

P B pK q, a P γ ptau, :0q, so

continuity condition in Theorem 2. By A8 part ii., for every a
a

P γr ptauq, and γr satisfies sing. Theorem 2 implies that there exists a unique reflexive,

transitive binary relation representing γr , as required.

 S, note firstly that, by A5, for every A P ℘pAq, there exists
α P p0, 1s, h P A such that :0 R γ pAα h, :0 q. By Lemma C.7, it follows that γS pAq  H
for all A P ℘pAq: γS always takes non-empty values. Theorem 2 implies the required
For the case where r

representation.

¨r is non-trivial for all r P S. We now establish some other
properties of the relations ¨r . Recall that a binary relation ¨ on B pK q is
Note that, by A8 part i.,

• monotonic if, for all a, b, P B pK q, if a ¤ b then a ¨ b.
• affine if, for all a, b, c P B pK q and α P p0, 1q, a ¨ b iff αa
• continuous if, for all an , bn
then a ¨ b.

Lemma B.5. For every r

p1  αqc ¨ αb p1  αqc.

P B pK q, if an ¨ bn for all n P N, an Ñ a and bn Ñ b,

P S f , ¨r is monotonic and affine.

continuous.
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p1  αql ¤ αb p1  αql for all
l P B pK q and α P p0, 1s. A8 part ii. implies that αb p1  αql P γ pαta, bu p1  αql, :0 q
for all such l and α. It follows from the definition of γr and Lemma B.4 that a ¨r b.
Affineness. We consider the case where ta, bu, tαa p1  αqc, αb p1  αqcu P Φ;

Proof. Monotonicity. Suppose that a

¤

b. So αa

the other case is treated similarly. Note that it follows from the specification of the case

P S f , there exists β P p0, 1s and l P B pK q such that
β ta, bu p1  β ql P r. Consider tβ pαa p1  αqcq p1  β ql, β pαb p1  αqcq p1  β qlu:
since r P S f , there exists δ P p0, 1s and m P B pK q such that δ tβ pαa p1  αqc p1 
β ql, β pαb p1  αqc p1  β qlu p1  δ qm P r. Note that δ pβ pαa p1  αqcq p1 
αδ
1δ
β qlq p1  δ qm  αδ pβa p1  β qlq p1  αδ qp 1δ
αδ pβc p1  β qlq 1αδ mq, where
δ αδ
pβc p1  β qlq 11αδδ m P B pK q since it is a mix of elements of B pK q; similarly
1αδ
for b. Let f, g, h P A be such that βa p1  β ql  u  f , βb p1  β ql  u  g and
δ αδ
pβc p1  β qlq 11αδδ m  u  h. Since tf, gu  tfαδ h, gαδ hu, by Lemma C.4 and A3,
1αδ
βb p1  β ql P γ pβ ta, bu p1  β ql, :0 q iff δ pβ pαb p1  αqcq p1  β qlq p1  δ qm P
γ ptδ pβ pαa p1  αqcq p1  β qlq p1  δ qm, δ pβ pαb p1  αqcq p1  β qlq p1  δ qmu, :0 q.
βδ
But since δ pβ pαa p1  αqcq p1  β qlq p1  δ qm  βδ pαa p1  αqcq p1  βδ qp 1δ
βδ l
1δ
mq, and similarly for b, it follows that a ¨r b iff αa p1  αqc ¨r αb p1  αqc, as
1βδ
and A8 part ii. that a

 b.

Since r

required.
Continuity. Continuity of γr for r

PS

is an immediate consequence of Lemma B.3

and the representation in Lemma B.4.

P S , there exists a unique closed convex set of probabilities Cr
such that, for all A P ℘pB pK qq,
Lemma B.6. For each r

(9)

γr pAq 

#

aPA|

¸
P

apsqppsq ¥

s S

¸
P

bpsqppsq

+

@p P Cr , @b P A

s S

¨r is a non-trivial, monotonic, affine,
continuous, reflexive, transitive relation, for each r P S . By Ghirardato, Maccheroni,
and Marinacci (2004, Proposition A.2), for every such relation ¨r , there is a unique closed
convex set of probabilities Cr such that, for all a, b P B, a ¨r b iff
Proof. By A8 part i. and Lemmas B.4 and B.5,
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¸

(10)

P

apsqppsq ¤

s S

¸
P

bpsqppsq

for all p P Cr

s S

The required representation follows from Lemma B.4.
Lemma B.7. For all r, s P S with r

¥ s, Cs  Cr .

Proof. By Lemma C.7 and the representation in Lemma B.4, for all r, s

¨r ¨s.

P S f with r ¥ s,

The result follows directly by Ghirardato, Maccheroni, and Marinacci (2004,

Proposition A.1).
Lemma B.8. Let ¨ S be the relation on B pK q generated by (10) with the set of probability
measures



P

r S

Cr . Then ¨S ¨ S .

¨S rPS ¨r , and so ¨S ¨ S . For the inverse containment,
suppose that a ¨S b. If ta, bu R Φ, the result is immediate, so suppose not. Since ¨S is
affine, by Lemma B.5, it follows that x ©S αpabq x , for any α P p0, 1q, x P < such that
x , αpa  bq x P B pK q. Take α and x such that this is the case, and let y  minsPS pαpa 
bq x qpsq. We may suppose without loss of generality that tx , αpa  bq x u P S. Let
f, g, h P A such that u  f  x , u  g  αpa  bq x and u  h  y  . By A9 part ii., since
f P γ ptf, g u, :0 q, f psq P γ ptf psq, hpsqu, :0 q and g psq P γ ptg psq, hpsqu, :0 q for all s P S,
for every β P p0, 1q, there exists z P <¥0 such that γ̄ z ptf, g uq  H but γ̄ z ptf, gβ huq  H.
It follows from the property i of ® and its continuity that, for every β P p0, 1q, there exists
r ¡ S such that γr ptf, gβ huq  H. By Lemma C.7, the representation in Lemma B.4 and
the monotonicity and transitivity of ¨S , x ©r β pαpa  bq x q p1  β qy  , and hence
x © S β pαpa  bq x q p1  β qy  . Since this holds for every β P p0, 1q and ¨ S is
continuous, it follows that x © S αpa  bq x and thus, since it is affine, a ¨ S b, as
Proof. By Lemma C.7,

required.

Lemma B.9. The set



P

r S

Cr is a singleton.

Proof. By Lemma B.4, ¨S is complete. Since, by Lemma B.8, ¨S is represented according
to (10) with set of priors



P

r S

Cr , it follows that
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  r 1 ¡r C r 1
whenever r is non-maximal. Lemma C.10 establishes that, for all r, s P S , if Cr  Cs ,


then pCr XpripCs qqc qX rip r1 PS Cr1 q  H, and similarly for rPS Cr and Cs with s P S .
Lemmas C.8 and C.9 ensure that for all r

PS

, Cr

 r 1

r

Cr1 and Cr

f

Conclusion of the proof of Lemma B.2. Define

#


t
Cr | r P S u Y t rPS
Ξ
tCr | r P S u Y trPS

Cr u
Cr ,



 Sf
Cr u if S  S f Y tS u
if S

P

r S

where the Cr are as specified in Lemma B.6, and where, in the second case, S is understood
to be a maximal element of S not belonging to S f (ie. a non-full maximal element). It
follows from Lemma B.7 that Ξ is a nested family of sets. Since the Cr are closed and
convex for all r

PS

(Lemma B.6), Ξ is a confidence ranking. By Lemma B.9, it contains

a singleton set, and so is centred. By Lemmas C.8 and C.9, Ξ is continuous, and by Lemma
C.10, it is strict.

P ℘pAq, if ru  As P S , then DpAq  CruAs, if

Cs , and if A P S, then DpAq  sPS Cs . By construction and

Define D as follows: for all A

A P S, then DpAq 



P

s S

Lemma B.7, D respects ®. Extensionality, Continuity and Φ-Richness of D are immediate

from the definition, the fact that D respects ®, and properties iii, iv and the continuity of

®. By construction, A6, and Lemmas B.6 and B.8, u, Ξ, D represent the restriction of γ to
℘pAq  t:0 u according to (8).

Ñ <¥0 Y t8u as follows. For every C P Ξ, if C  C1PΞ C 1, then

cpC q  upinf ιpΥqq; if C  C 1 PΞ C 1 , then cpC q  upsup ιpΥqq; otherwise, cpC q  upιpAqq
for any A P D1 pC qX Υ. (Lemma B.2, the continuity and Φ-richness of D and the fact that
it respects ®, and properties i and ii of ® imply that the value of c in the last case is wellDefine c : Ξ

defined: there always exists an appropriate A and the value is independent of the choice
of A satisfying the conditions. The fact that u is zeroed implies that c takes non negative

® and the fact that D respects ®, c is order-preserving and reflecting with respect to . Continuity of c follows from the definition and the continuity
of ®, Ξ and D.
Lemma B.10. For every A P ℘pAq and x ¡ 0, if cpDpAqq ¤ upxq, then
values.) By property i of
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γ pA, :x q 

#

suppA, u, DpAqq if suppA, u, DpAqq  H

suppA, u, tpΞ uq

if suppA, u, DpAqq  H

where u, Ξ and D are as in Lemmas C.1 and B.2.

¤ upxq. It follows from the
definitions of c and ι, A4 and A9 part i. that either :0 R γ pA, :0 q or :0 P γ pA, :0 q and
:x R γ pA, :xq. It follows from Lemma B.2 that suppA, u, DpAqq  H in the former case
and that suppA, u, DpAqq  H in the latter case. Moreover, in the former case, A4 implies
that γ pA, :x1 q  suppA, u, DpAqq, for all x1 ¥ 0, which implies the desired representation.
Now consider the latter case. Note that, in this case, A P Φ.
By the Φ-Richness of D, there exists α P p0, 1s and h P A such that DpAα hq 


1
1
C 1 PΞ C  tpΞ u. Lemma B.2 implies that
C 1 PΞ C . By the fact that Ξ is centred,
γ pAα h, :0 q  suppAα h, u, tpΞ uqq. By A3, since :x R γ pA, :x q, we have that γ pA, :x qα h 
γ pAα h, :0 q  suppAα h, u, tpΞ uq. So γ pA, :x q  suppA, u, tpΞ uq, as required.

Proof. Let A

P ℘pAq and x ¡

0 be such that cpDpAqq

The desired representation is a direct consequence of Lemmas B.2 and B.10, A6, and
the construction of c. Hence the axioms imply the representation, as required.
B.2

Necessity of axioms
As concerns the (ii) to (i) direction, most cases are straightforward, in the light of the

P γ̄ xpA, :0q, then f is an optimal element in
A according to the unanimity rule with the level of confidence c1 pxq. So A1, for example,
holds if f P suppB, u, C q implies that f P suppA, u, C q, where C is the confidence level
such that cpC q  upxq; this is evidently the case. Similar considerations apply to A2 and
A9 part ii. (in the latter case, note that the fact above implies that mmcpAq gives the cost
fact that the representation (2) implies that, if f

of the highest confidence level which yields an optimal element from A according to the
unanimity rule). Apart from the continuity axioms, which shall be discussed below, perhaps
the only other axiom requiring comment is A3. Note that, since the confidence ranking is

°

pcq for all p P C, for some C P Ξ and f P A, c P ∆pX q,
P upf psqq.ppsq  u°
1
then for any C P Ξ such that sPS upf psqq.ppsq  upcq for some p P C 1 , there exists
°
°
q, q 1 P C 1 such that sPS upf psqq.q psq ¡ upcq and sPS upf psqq.q 1 psq
upcq. Hence, if
supptf, cu, u, C q  tf, cu for some C P Ξ, then for every C 1 P Ξ, either supptf, cu, u, C 1 q 
strict, if

s S
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tf, cu or supptf, cu, u, C 1q  H. It follows, given the properties of the unanimity rule, that
for any A P ℘pAq, if suppA, u, C q  A1 for some C P Ξ, then for every C 1 P Ξ, either
suppA, u, C 1 q  A1 or suppA, u, C 1 q  H. In the light of representation (2), this implies
that A3 holds.
The final cases of potential interest are A9, parts i and iii.33 As concerns the for-

P N with An Ñ A,
fn Ñ f and xn Ñ x, and such that fn P γ pAn , :x q for all n P N. We distinguish
two cases. If :0 P γ pAn , :0 q for all n ¥ N for some N P N, then f P γ pA, :x q
mer, consider any An , A

P ℘pAq, fn, f P

A and xn , x

P

<¥0 , n

n

follows from the continuity of the EU representation, the continuity of c, the form of

:0 R γ pA, :0q) the fact, noted above, that
suppA, u, tpΞ uq  suppA, u, C q for any C P Ξ such that suppA, u, C q  H. Now consider the case where, for every N P N, there exists n ¡ N with :0 R γ pAn , :0 q. Given
the form of representation (2), it suffices to show that, for any sequences An Ñ A and
fn Ñ f with fn P γ pAn , :0 q for all n P N, f P γ pA, :0 q. Taking such a pair of sequences,
we consider the case where there is no N P N with DpAn q
DpAq for all n ¥ N ; the
other case is treated similarly. Since there is no such sequence, DpAq  tpΞ u, so there
exists B P ℘pAq with DpB q  DpAq. By the continuity of D, for each such B, there exists
NB P N such that DpAn q
DpB q for all n ¥ NB . It follows that, for each n ¥ NB ,
°
°
sPS upfn psqq.ppsq ¥
sPS uphpsqq.ppsq for all p P D pB q and h P An . Hence, by the
°
°
continuity of the representation, sPS upf psqq.ppsq ¥ sPS uphpsqq.ppsq for all p P DpB q
and h P A. Since this holds for every B with DpB q  DpAq, and since the continu
ity of the confidence ranking and D imply that DpAq  DpB qDpAq DpB q, there cannot
°
°
be a q P DpAq such that sPS upf psqq.q psq
sPS uphpsqq.q psq for some h P A. So
f P suppA, u, DpAqq; hence f P γ pA, :0 q and so f P γ pA, :x q , as required.
representation (2), and (in the case where

Finally, we consider A9 part iii. We use the fact, established in Lemma C.11,

that mmc1 pr0, xsq and mmc1 prx, 8qq are closed in Φ for all x

P p0, sup ιpΥqq.
Suppose that A9 part iii. does not hold, and that there exists A P Φ with A P
pι1pr0, xsq X Υq Y pmmc1pr0, xsq X Υcqzpι1pr0, xsq X Υq Y pmmc1pr0, xsq X Υcq
for some x P p0, sup ιpΥqq. It follows that A P pι1 pr0, xsq X Υqzpι1 pr0, xsq X
Υq or A P pmmc1 pr0, xsq X Υc qzpmmc1 pr0, xsq X Υc q. Suppose first that A P
33

Richness (A10) is a straightforward consequence of the Φ-Richness of D for part i., and of the rep-

resentation and the Φ-Richness and continuity of D for part ii. Likewise, A9 part iv. is a straightforward
consequence of the Φ-Richness of D and the form of the representation.
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pι1pr0, xsq X Υqzpι1pr0, xsq X Υq. If A P Υ, then, by the continuity of D and c and
the representation, A P ι1 pr0, xsq X Υ. If A R Υ, then, since ι1 pr0, xsq  mmc1 pr0, xsq
and the latter set is closed by Lemma C.11, A P mmc1 pr0, xsq X Υc . Now suppose
that A P pmmc1 pr0, xsq X Υc qzpmmc1 pr0, xsq X Υc q. Since, by the continuity of the
representation, Υc is closed, A P Υc . It follows, since mmc1 pr0, xsq is closed (by
Lemma C.11), that A P mmc1 pr0, xsq X Υc . All cases contradict the assumption that
A P pι1 pr0, xsq X Υq Y pmmc1 pr0, xsq X Υc qzpι1 pr0, xsqX ΥqYpmmc1 pr0, xsqX Υc q;
so pι1 pr0, xsqX ΥqYpmmc1 pr0, xsqX Υc q is closed in Φ, as required. A similar argument
establishes that pι1 prx, 8sq X Υq Y pmmc1 prx, 8sq X Υc q is closed in Φ.
B.3

Uniqueness
Uniqueness of u follows from the Herstein-Milnor theorem. Without loss of generality,

we can thus restrict attention to two representations pu, Ξ, D, cq and pu, Ξ1 , D1 , c1 q of the

same choice correspondence γ involving the same utility function. Note firstly that if Φ 

H, then uniqueness of all elements follows from the standard uniqueness properties of the
EU representation; henceforth we suppose that Φ  H. (2) implies that, for any A P Υ,
cpDpAqq  upιpAqq. So the function c  D : ℘pAq Ñ <¥0 Y t8u is unique on Υ. By the
continuity of c and D, it follows that it is unique on Υ.

We now consider the uniqueness of D. We first establish that D and D1 coincide on

P Υ for which they do
not coincide. Suppose, without loss of generality, that p P DpÂqzD1 pÂq. By a separating
hyperplane theorem, there is a linear functional φ on bapS q and α P < such that φppq α ¤
φpq q for all q P D1 pÂq. Since B is finite-dimensional, there is a real-valued function a P B
°
such that φpq q  sPS apsqq psq for any q P bapS q. Without loss of generality φ and α can
be chosen so that α P K and a P B pK q. Taking f P A such that u  f  a and c P ∆pX q
°
such that upcq  α, we have that sPS upf psqqppsq ¥ upcq for all p P D1 pÂq, whereas this
is not the case for all p P DpÂq. Let x P <¡0 be such that upxq  cpDpÂqq  c1 pD1 pÂqq
(note that since Â P Υ, it belongs to the domain where c  D and c1  D1 agree). It follows
from the representation (2) and the aforementioned properties of D1 pÂq that f P γ̄ x ptf, cuq.
However, it follows from the representation and the properties of DpÂq that f R γ̄ x ptf, cuq,
contradicting the assumption that pu, Ξ, D, cq and pu, Ξ1 , D1 , c1 q both represent the choice
correspondence γ. Hence D and D1 coincide on Υ. Now consider A P ΥzΥ, and take any
Υ. Suppose, for the purposes of reductio, that there exists Â
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P Υ with An Ñ A. By the continuity of D, DpAq  limnÑ8 DpAnq and
1
similarly for D ; since D and D1 coincide on Υ, DpAq  D1 pAq. So D and D1 coincide on
sequence of An
Υ.

 Ξ1  DpΥq. It follows from what
has just been established that Ξ and Ξ1 both contain DpΥq. We firstly show that there do

not exist C P ΞzDpΥq with C  A1 PΥ DpA1 q. Suppose that there does exist such C P Ξ.
Using a separating hyperplane theorem as above, one can construct f P A, c P ∆pX q such
°

that sPS upf psqqppsq ¥ upcq for all p P C, whereas this is not the case for A1 PΥ DpA1 q.

Hence tf, cu P Φ. By the continuity of Ξ, there exists C 2 P Ξ such that C 2  A1 PΥ DpA1 q
°
and it is not the case that sPS upf psqqppsq ¥ upcq for all p P C 2 . By the Φ-Richness
and continuity of D, there exists α P p0, 1s, h P A such that Dptfα h, cα huq  C 2 . It
follows from the representation that tfα h, cα hu P Υ, and from the order-preserving and
-reflecting properties of c that ιptfα h, cα huq inf ιpΥq, which is a contradiction. So there

is no C P ΞzDpΥq with C  A1 PΥ DpA1 q, as required. A similar argument shows that

there exists no C P ΞzDpΥq with C  A1 PΥ DpA1 q. Since Ξ is nested, it follows that
Ξ  DpΥq, and similarly for Ξ1 . So Ξ  Ξ1 , as required.
Finally, the uniqueness of c is a direct consequence of the fact that Ξ  DpΥq, and the
uniqueness of D and c  D on Υ.
As concerns the uniqueness of Ξ, we show that Ξ

Appendix C

Proofs of results mentioned in Appendices A
and B

Throughout this Appendix, we adopt the notation introduced in Appendix B.
C.1

Proofs of results used in Appendix B

Proof of Theorem 2. Define
34

consequence of sing.
34

¨ by x ¨ y iff y P γ ptx, yuq.

Reflexivity is an immediate

Transitivity follows from π and α, by the same reasoning as used

Note that there is an error in the statement and proof of Theorem 2 in Hill (2012). The proof (p300)

establishes the representation for all non-singleton menus, but not for singleton menus; accordingly, it does
not show the reflexivity of the representing relation. This omission is corrected by the addition of the axiom
sing.
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in the proof of Hill (2012, Theorem 2). It is a straightforward consequence of α that, if

P γ pAq, then x © y for all y P A. It remains to show that if x © y for all y P A, then
x P γ pAq.
Suppose that this is not the case: ie. x © y for all y P A, but x R γ pAq. We first
show that there exists a maximal subset A1 of A such that x P A1 and x P γ pA1 q. sing
implies that there exists at least one subset such that x is in the image of γ, namely txu.

x

The continuity of γ implies that if there were an increasing (under set inclusion) infinite
chain Ai of subsets of A such that x

P γ pAiq for all i, then x P γ p Aiq (where  Ai is

compact since it is contained in A) so this is a subset containing all the subsets in the chain
and such that x is in its image under γ. Hence, by Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a maximal
subset of A such that x

P A1 and x P γ pA1q.

Since x

R γ pAq, any such maximal subset

cannot be A. Take any such subset A1 and consider any y P AzA1 . Since x P γ pAq and
x P γ ptx, y uq by hypothesis, π implies that x P γ pA1 Y ty uq, contradicting the maximality
of A1 . Hence x P γ pAq as required.
The uniqueness is immediate from the definition of

¨.

Finally, since π implies Sen’s

β, the standard theorem for choice correspondences (for example Sen (1971)) implies that,
if γ always takes non-empty values then it can be represented by a complete, reflexive,
transitive binary relation, without the need for the continuity assumption.
Lemma C.1. There exists a strictly increasing zeroed continuous affine utility function

u : ∆pX q Ñ < representing the restriction of γ to sets of constant acts.
Proof. A6 and A7 imply that γ pA, :0 q

 A for all A P ℘pAq such that A  ∆pX q. A1
and A2 imply that the restriction of γ p , :0 q to sets of constant acts satisfies properties α
and π in Theorem 2. By Theorem 2, there exists a complete, transitive, reflexive preference

relation ¨0|∆pX q representing the restriction to γ p , :0 q to sets of constant acts. By A8 part i.,
A3 and A9 part i.,

¨0| p

∆ X

q is a non-trivial relation satisfying independence and continuity.

The existence of an affine u representing ¨0|∆pX q follows from the Herstein-Milnor theorem.

A9 part i. implies that u is continuous. By A8 part i., u is strictly increasing. Since u is
unique up to positive affine transformation, it can be chosen to be zeroed, as required. By
A4, γ pA, :x q  γ pA, :0 q for all A P ℘pAq with A  ∆pX q and all x P <¥0 , so u represents
the restriction of γ to constant acts, as required.
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P ℘pAq and x P <¥0, if A e.e.
 B with relevant correspondence
σ, then γ pB, :x q  σ pγ pA, :x qq if γ pA, :x q  A and γ pB, :x q  :x if not.
Lemma C.2. For all A, B

:x P γ pA, :xq, then A8 part
iii. and A6 imply that γ pB, :x q  :x . Now consider the case where :x R γ pA, :x q. Let
Ā  γ pA, :x q; by A6, Ā  A. By A5, there exists α P p0, 1s and h P A such that
:0 R γ pAαh, :0q, and by A3, γ pAαh, :0q  Āαh for any such α and h. For any f P Ā
and f 1 P σ pf q, it follows from A5 that there exists α1 P p0, 1s and h1 P A such that
:0 R γ ppA Y tf 1uqα1 h1, :0q. For any such α1 and h1, A2 (applied with x  0) implies that
Āα1 h1 Y tfα1 1 h1 u  γ ppA Y tf 1 uqα1 h1 , :0 q, and A1 implies that γ ppA Y tf 1 uqα1 h1 , :0 q 
Āα1 h1 Y tfα1 1 h1 u. Similarly, for any f P AzĀ and f 1 P σ pf q, A5 implies that there exists
α1 P p0, 1s and h1 P A such that :0 R γ ppA Y tf 1 uqα1 h1 , :0 q. For any such α1 and h1 , A2
implies that Āα1 h1  γ ppA Y tf 1 uqα1 h1 , :0 q and that if fα1 1 h1 P γ ppA Y tf 1 uqα1 h1 , :0 q, then
fα1 h1 P γ ppA Ytf 1 uqα1 h1 , :0 q, from which it would follow by A1 that fα1 h1 P Āα1 h1 , contrary
to the assumption. Hence γ ppA Ytf 1 uqα1 h1 , :0 q  Āα1 h1 . Repeating this reasoning, we have
that, for α2 P p0, 1s and h2 P A such that :0 R γ ppA Y B qα2 h2 , :0 q, γ ppA Y B qα2 h2 , :0 q 
Āα2 h2 Y σ pĀqα2 h2 . Hence, by A1, for α3 P p0, 1s and h3 P A such that :0 R γ pBα3 h3 , :0 q,
γ pBα3 h3 , :0 q  σ pĀqα3 h3 . Since, by A8 part iii., :x R γ pB, :x q, it follows from A3 that
γ pB, :x q  σ pĀq, as required.
Proof. Take any A, B and σ with the specified properties. If

Lemma C.3. For all A P Υ, ιpAq ¡ mmcpAq.
Proof. Note that A9 part i., A4 and A6 imply that, if ιpAq  y, then :y

R γ pA, :y q. Hence,
for all A P ℘pAq, ιptAα h | α P p0, 1s, h P A, Aα h P Υuq  tx P <¥0 | γ̄ x pAq  Hu. By
A9 part iv., this set is open, so, for any A P Υ, ιpAq ¡ mmcpAq, as required.

P ℘pAq, h P A and α P p0, 1s, if Bαh ® B and :0 R γ pB, :0q, then
:0 R γ pBαh, :0q. Similarly, if Bαh ¯ B and :0 R γ pBαh, :0q, then :0 R γ pB, :0q.

Lemma C.4. For all B

P A, h P A and α P p0, 1s, mmcpBαhq  mmcpB q by
A9 part iv. Now suppose that B P A, h P A and α P p0, 1s are such that Bα h ® B and
:0 R γ pB, :0q. We first show that ιpBαhq  0. If this were not the case, then Lemma C.3
implies that ιpBα hq ¡ mmcpBα hq  mmcpB q. It follows, by property ii of ® (Lemma

Proof. First note that, for any B
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B.1) that Bα h ¡ B, contradicting the fact that Bα h ® B. So ιpBα hq  0. By the definition
of ι and A4, there exists B 1
A9 part i.,

 B such that γ pBαh, :xq  Bα1 h for all x ¡ 0, whence, by

:0 R γ pBαh, :0q, as required.

Similar reasoning establishes the conclusion for

the other case.

P ℘pB pK qq such that A, A1 P Φ, there exists α P p0, 1s and
p1  αql  A1.

Lemma C.5. For every A, A1
l P B pK q such that αA
Proof. If A
A

 A1, then there is nothing to show.

Suppose without loss of generality that

A1 ; the other case is treated similarly. By property iv of ® (Lemma B.1), there exist

p1  β ql  A1, then the
result has been established; if not, then by continuity of ®, there exists α P pβ, 1q such that
αA p1  αql  A1 , as required.
β

P p0, 1s and l P A such that βA p1  β ql ¯ A1.

If βA

P ℘pB pK qq, l, m P B pK q and α, β P p0, 1s with αA p1 
αql, βA p1  β qm P r P S f , and every a P A, αa p1  αql P γ pαA p1  αql, :0 q iff
βa p1  β qm P γ pβA p1  β qm, :0 q.
Lemma C.6. For every A

Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of A3 if A

R Φ, so suppose that this is not

¤ α. Consider first the case where
β l ααβ mq,
β
α. Note that βA p1  β qm  pαA p1  αqlq p1  αβ qp αβ
αβ
αβ
αβ β
ααβ
αβ β
where αβ l
m P B pK q, since it is a αβ -mix of l and m. Let B P ℘pAq be
αβ
β l ααβ m  u  h; so
such that αA p1  αql  ũpB q and h P A be such that αβ
αβ
αβ
βA p1  β qm  ũpB hq. Since B  B h, Lemma C.4 implies that :0 R γ pB, :0 q
iff :0 R γ pB h, :0 q. Hence, by A3 and A6, γ pB, :0 q h  γ pB h, :0 q, which yields the
the case. Without loss of generality, suppose that β
β
α

β
α

β
α

β
α

β
α

required conclusion.

β
α

 α. If l  m, the result is immediate, so suppose
that l  m. Note that if there exists  P p0, 1s and k P B pK q with   α and A
p1  qk  αA p1  αql, then, by applying the reasoning in the case above, we get
αa p1  αql P γ pαA p1  αql, :0 q iff a p1  qk P γ pA p1  qk, :0 q iff
βa p1  β qm P γ pβA p1  β qm, :0 q, as required. By the continuity and non-triviality
of ®, S f is not a singleton, so there exists n P B pK q and η P p0, 1q such that η pαA p1 
αqlq p1  η qn  αA p1  αql. Since r P S f , there exists δ P p0, 1q and n1 P B pK q
Now consider the case where β
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such that δ pη pαA

p1  αqlq p1  ηqnq p1  δqn1  αA p1  αql P r. However,
αηδ η αη
1η
δ pη pαA p1  αqlq p1  η qnq p1  δ qn1  αηδA p1  αηδ qp 1δ
αηδ p 1αη l 1αη nq
αηδ η αη
1η
1δ
1δ
1
n1 q, with 1δ
1αηδ
αηδ p 1αη l 1αη nq 1αηδ n P B pK q since it is a mix of elements of
αηδ η αη
1η
1δ
1
B pK q. So αηδ and 1δ
αηδ p 1αη l 1αη nq 1αηδ n have the properties required above,
and the result is established.

Lemma C.7. For all A

γr pAq.

Proof. If s



P ℘pAq and r, s P S f with r ¥ s, if γr pAq  H then γspAq 

r, there is nothing to show, so suppose not. If A

R

Φ, the result is an

immediate consequence of the definition of γr , so suppose this is not the case. Without

P r. (If not, apply the argument below to an
αA p1  αql P r.) Let β P p0, 1q and m P B pK q, be such that βA p1  β qm P s
(such β and m exist since s P S f ). Since, by assumption and A6, :0 R γ pA, :0 q, Lemma
C.4 implies that :0 R γ pβA p1  β qm, :0 q; A3 implies that γ pβA p1  β qm, :0 q 
βγ pA, :0 q p1  β qm, so γs pAq  γr pAq, as required.
loss of generality, it can be assumed that A

Lemma C.8. For all r

PS

Proof. By Lemma B.7, Cr

, Cr

 r 1

r

Cr1 for all r1

Cr1 .
r. Suppose, for reductio, that Cr



 r 1

r

Cr 1 ,

P Cr z r1 r Cr1 . By a separating hyperplane theorem, there is a linear functional φ on bapS q and α P < such that φppq α ¤ φpq q

for all q P r1 r Cr1 . Since B is finite-dimensional, there is a real-valued function a P B
°
such that φpq q  sPS apsqq psq for any q P bapS q. Without loss of generality, α, φ and a
can be chosen so that α P K, a P B pK q. By construction, ta, α u P Φ. Since r P S f , there
exists δ P p0, 1s and m P B pK q such that δ ta, α u p1  δ qm P r. Since r is non-minimal
in S f , there exists l P B pK q and β P p0, 1q such that β pδ ta, α u p1  δ qmq p1  β ql
δ ta, α u p1  δ qm. Let β 1  mint P rβ, 1s| pδ ta, α u p1  δ qmq p1  ql ¯
δ ta, α u p1  δ qmu (this is a minimum by the continuity of ®). Taking f, g, h P A such
that u  f  δa p1  δ qm, u  g  δα p1  δ qm and u  h  l, it follows, by the
construction, that for any η P pβ, β 1 q, fη h P γ ptfη h, gη hu, :0 q. However, by construction,

fβ 1 h R γ ptfβ 1 h, gβ 1 hu, :0 q, contradicting A9 part i. Hence Cr  r1 r Cr1 .
so that there exists a point (probability measure) p

Lemma C.9. For all non-maximal r

PS

, Cr
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 Cr1 for all r1 ¡ r. Suppose, for reductio, that Cr  r1¡r Cr1 ,

so that there exists a point (probability measure) p P r1 ¡r Cr1 zCr . By a separating hyperplane theorem, there is a linear functional φ on bapS q, an α P < and an  ¡ 0 such
that φppq ¤ α   and α ¤ φpq q for all q P Cr . Since B is finite-dimensional, there is
°
a real-valued function a P B such that φpq q  sPS apsqq psq for any q P bapS q. Without loss of generality, α, φ and a can be chosen so that α P K, a P B pK q. By construction, ta, α u P Φ. Since r P S f , there exists δ P p0, 1s and m P B pK q such that
δ ta, α u p1  δ qm P r. Take any x P K with x ¤ α, apsq for all s P S, and let f, g, h P A
be such that u  f  δa p1  δ qm, u  g  δα p1  δ qm, u  h  δx p1  δ qm.
Let β P p0, 1q be such that u  gβ h  δ pα  2 q p1  δ qm; such a β exists by the choice
of a and α and the definition of g and h. By construction, f P γ ptf, g u, :0 q and for all
α P p0, 1s and e P A such that tf, gβ huα e ¡ tf, g u, fα e R γ ptf, gβ huα e, :0 q. However,
f psq P γ ptf psq, hpsqu, :0 q and g psq P γ ptg psq, hpsqu, :0 q for all s P S, and there exists
α P p0, 1s and e P A with tf, gβ huα e ¡ tf, g u. Since, by A1, A2, A3 and A8 part ii., for all
α P p0, 1s and e P A, if :0 R γ ptf, gβ huα e, :0 q then fα e P γ ptf, gβ huα e, :0 q, it follows that,
for all α P p0, 1s and e P A such that tf, gβ huα e ¡ tf, g u, tf, gβ huα e P Υ. It follows by
properties i, ii and iv of ® and its continuity that for all suppιp℘pAqqq ¡ x ¡ mmcptf, g uq,
there exists α P p0, 1s, e P A with ιptf, gβ huα eq  x. So for every x P <¥0 such that

γ̄ x ptf, g uq  H, γ̄ x ptf, gβ huq  H, contradicting A9 part ii. Hence Cr  r1 ¡r Cr1 .
Proof. By Lemma B.7, Cr

Lemma C.10. For all r, s
Similarly, for all s P S , p

PS



P

 Cs, then pCr X pripCsqqcq X ripr1PS

Cr X pripCs qqc q X rip r1 PS Cr1 q  H.

, if Cr

r S

Proof. We only consider the case of r, s

P

p P Cr X pripCs qqc but p P rip

 H.

S , the other case being treated similarly.

Suppose that the condition does not hold, so there exist r, s



Cr 1 q

P Cr1 q. Let xr

r1 S f

P

S

with Cr



Cs and

 ιpAq for any A P Υ such that A P r and

similarly for xs ; property i of ® implies that these are well-defined and Lemma B.7 implies

that xs

¡ xr . Since S is finite, it follows from a supporting hyperplane theorem (Aliprantis

and Border, 2007, Theorem 7.36) that there exists a linear functional φ supporting Cs at p;
ie. such that φpq q ¥ φppq for all q

P Cs. Let φppq  α. Since B is finite-dimensional, there
°
is a real-valued function a P B such that φpq q  sPS apsqq psq for any q P bapS q. Without
loss of generality φ can be chosen so that a P B pK q and α P K. By construction, ta, α u P
Φ. Since r P S f , there exist δ P p0, 1s and m P B pK q such that δ ta, α u p1  δ qm P r.
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P A such that u  f  δa p1  δqm and upgq  δα p1  δqm. Since, by
construction, δa p1  δ qm P γs pδ ta, α u p1  δ qmq, it follows that mmcptf, g uq ¥
xs ¡ xr . Finally, it follows from the construction that for any z ¡ α and g 1 P A such that
upg 1 q  δz  p1δ qm, and any β P p0, 1q, :0 P γ ptfα h, pgβ g 1 qα hu, :0 q for all α P p0, 1s, h P
A such that tfα h, pgβ g 1 qα hu  tf, g u. Since, whenever tfα h, pgβ g 1 qα hu  tf, g u, :x R
γ ptfα h, pgβ g 1 qα hu, :x q, it follows that each tfα h, pgβ g 1 qα hu with tfα h, pgβ g 1 qα hu  tf, g u
belongs to ι1 pr0, xr sq X Υ. By the continuity of ®, every neighborhood of tf, g u contains
such a tfα h, pgβ g 1 qα hu; so tf, g u is an element of Φ on the boundary of pι1 pr0, xr sqX ΥqY
pmmc1pr0, xr sX Υcq, but not belonging to this set, contradicting A9 part iii. So there exist
Take f, g

r

r

no such r, s, as required.

Lemma C.11. Let γ be represented according to (2). Then, for all x
mmc1 pr0, xsq and mmc1 prx, 8qq are closed in Φ.

P p0, sup ιpΥqq,

Proof. For ease of presentation, we adopt the following notation: for any x
c1 pxq. Take x

<,

P p0, sup ιpΥqq; to show that mmc1pr0, xsq is closed, suppose
not, and suppose that A P mmc1 pr0, xsqzmmc1 pr0, xsq X Φ. Let An P mmc1 pr0, xsq
be a sequence with An Ñ A. It follows from representation (2) and the definition of
mmc that, for every n P N, every fn P suppAn , u, tpΞ uq and every x1 ¡ x, there
°
°
exists p, q P Cx1 and g, h P An such that sPS upfn psqq.ppsq
sPS uphpsqq.ppsq
°
°
and sPS upfn psqq.q
 psq ¡ sPS upgpsqq.q psq. It follows from the representation and
the fact that A P mmc1 pr0, xsqzmmc1 pr0, xsq X Φ that for some x1 ¡ x and all
°
°
f P suppA, u, tpΞ uq, sPS upf psqq.ppsq ¥ sPS uphpsqq.ppsq for all p P Cx1 and all h P A.
Since An Ñ A, it follows from the continuity of the representation that the hyperplane
u  f  u  h  0 in ∆pS q supports Cx1 , for at least one h P A and f P suppA, u, tpΞ uq. If
this holds for some x1 ¡ x, it must also hold for any x1 ¡ x2 ¡ x by the same reasoning;
Cx



P

it follows from the fact that Ξ is a nested family that there exists a support point of Cx1 that
is also a support point of Cx2 . Moreover, since A



P Φ, such a point is not a support point

1
to the relative interiors of the
P C . Since support points are those that do not belong

c
appropriate sets, it follows that pCx2 X pripCx1 qq q X rip C 1 PΞ C 1 q  H, contradicting the
strictness of Ξ. So mmc1 pr0, xsq is closed in Φ. The closeness of mmc1 prx, 8sq in Φ is
of

C1 Ξ

a straightforward consequence of the continuity of the unanimity representation.
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Proofs of results in Appendix A

Proof of Proposition A.1. The ‘if’ direction is straightforward. The ‘only if’ direction is a
simple corollary of the proof of Theorem 1. On the one hand, if γ 1 and γ 2 are confidence
equivalent, they yield identical choices over menus consisting entirely of constant acts;
hence the utilities are the same up to positive affine transformation. On the other hand, if
they are confidence equivalent, the family of functions tγr |r

P S f u defined in the proof of

Theorem 1 are the same, and so the confidence rankings are the same.
Proof of Proposition A.2. Let the assumptions of the Proposition be satisfied and let

pu, Ξ, D1, c1q and pu, Ξ, D2, c2q represent γ 1 and γ 2 respectively. Beyond using some ter-

minology introduced in Section 3.2.3, the following notation shall prove useful. For any
A P ℘pAq, define CA

P Ξ as follows: CA  maxtC P Ξ | suppA, u, C q  Hu. We consider

the three parts in turn.
Part (i). The right-to-left implication is straightforward, so we only consider the left-toright direction. It follows from representation (2) that c1 pD1 pAqq  upι1 pAqq for all A P Υ1

and similarly for decision maker 2. Since γ 1 is more decision averse than γ 2 , ι2 pAq ¤ ι1 pAq

for all A P ℘pAq, and hence in particular A P Υ2 implies A P Υ1 . It follows that, for each
A

P Υ2, c1pD1pAqq ¥ c2pD2pAqq. This property extends to Υ2 by the continuity of the D

and c.

Define D3 : ℘pAq

Ñ

Ξ by D3 pAq



D2 pAq whenever A

P

Υ2 and D3 pAq


mintD1 pAq, D2 pAqu otherwise. By definition, and the fact that for A P Υ2 , c1 pD1 pAqq ¥
c2 pD2 pAqq, c2  D3 satisfies the ordering conditions with respect to c1  D1 in the Proposition. We now show that it is a cautiousness coefficient and that pu, Ξ, D3 , c2 q represents
γ 2 . Continuity of D3 off the boundary of Υ2 follows from the continuity of D1 , D2 and
the minimum. To establish continuity for menus on the boundary, it suffices to show that

P Υ2zΥ2, D2pAq  D1pAq. For every A P Υ2zΥ2, it follows from representation (2) that D2 pAq  CA ; since, as noted above, Υ2  Υ1 , then either A P Υ1 ,
in which case D1 pAq  D2 pAq by the definition of Υ, or A P Υ1 zΥ1 , in which case
D1 pAq  CA  D2 pAq. So D2 pAq  D1 pAq, and D3 satisfies continuity. Extensionalfor every A

ity and Φ-richness of D3 follow from the extensionality and Φ-richness of D1 and D2 , so
D3 is a cautiousness coefficient. Finally, we show that pu, Ξ, D3 , c2 q represents γ2 . Since,
by definition, D3 pAq
for all A



D2 pAq for all A

P

Υ2 , c2

 D3 

c2

 D2 on Υ2.

Moreover,

R Υ2, suppA, u, D3pAqq  H, and so, by representation (2) (and the strictness
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of the confidence ranking), suppA, u, D3 pAqq



represents γ2 , so does pu, Ξ, D3 , c2 q, as required.
Part (ii). By the representation (2), for any A

suppA, u, D2 pAqq. Since pu, Ξ, D2 , c2 q

P Φ1, mmc1pAq  c1pCAq and similarly

for decision maker 2. Moreover that, by a simple supporting hyperplane argument, for
every C

P ΞztC1PΞ C 1u, there exists A1 P Φ1 such that CA1  C.

(It suffices to consider

any supporting hyperplane of C, and take the menu containing an act and a constant act
corresponding to the hyperplane, as in Lemmas C.8–C.10, for example.) Note finally that,

P

Φ1 iff suppA, u,



 H, it follows from the fact that γ 1 and γ 2 are
represented by the same u and Ξ that Φ1  Φ2 . It follows from representation (2) that γ 1 is
less cost motivated than γ 2 iff mmc1 pAq ¥ mmc2 pAq for all A P Φ1 . By the first remark
above, this holds iff c1 pCA q ¥ c2 pCA q for all A P Φ1 ; by the second remark, this holds

iff c1 pC q ¥ c2 pC q for all C P Ξzt C 1 PΞ C 1 u. By the continuity of c1 and c2 , this holds iff
c1 pC q ¥ c2 pC q for all C P Ξ, yielding the required equivalence.
Part (iii). By the representation (2), for any A P Υ1 , ι1 pAq  c1 pD1 pAqq and similarly
since A

1
P Cq

C1 Ξ

for decision maker 2. By representation (2), γ 1 is more motivation-calibrated decision

P ℘pAq, ι1pAq ¤ mmc1pB q ñ ι2pAq ¤ mmc2pB q. Given
the observations made in the proof of part (ii), this holds iff, for all A P Υ2 and C P

Ξzt C 1 PΞ C 1 u, c1 pD1 pAqq ¤ c1 pC q ñ c2 pD2 pAqq ¤ c2 pC q. Since c1 and c2 are orderpreserving and -reflecting, this holds iff D1 pAq  C ñ D2 pAq  C for all A P Υ2 and

C P Ξzt C 1 PΞ C 1 u, and hence iff D1 pAq D2 pAq for all A P Υ2 . So γ 1 is more motivationcalibrated decision averse than γ 2 iff D1 pAq
D2 pAq for all A P Υ2 . Note moreover
1
that if γ is more motivation-calibrated decision averse than γ 2 , then Υ2  Υ1 : for any
A P Υ2 , D2 pAq  CA , and hence, since γ 1 is more motivation-calibrated decision averse,
D1 pAq  CA , so A P Υ1 .
averse than γ 2 iff for all A, B

It follows immediately from representation (2) and the uniqueness conditions in Theorem 1 that the existence of a cautiousness coefficient satisfying the conditions in part (iii)
implies that γ 1 is more motivation-calibrated decision averse than γ 2 . To show the left-to-

P Υ2,
then there exists cautiousness coefficient D3 representing γ 2 such that D3 pAq  D1 pAq for
all A P ℘pAq. To this end, let D3 pAq  mintD1 pAq, D2 pAqu for all A. This is a cautiousright direction of part (iii), we show that if Υ2

 Υ1 and D1pAq

D2 pAq for all A

ness coefficient: extensionality, continuity and Φ-richness follow from the extensionality,
continuity and Φ-richness of D1 and D2 , the continuity of the minimum, and the fact that
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D2 pAq on Υ2 . By definition, D3 pAq

 D1pAq for all A P ℘pAq. By a similar
argument to that used in the proof of part (i), pu, Ξ, D3 , c2 q represents γ 2 . So pu, Ξ, D1 , c1 q
and pu, Ξ, D3 , c2 q satisfy the required conditions.
Proposition C.3. Let γ 1 and γ 2 satisfy axioms A1–A10 and be confidence equivalent.
• If does not follow from γ 1 being more decision averse and less cost motivated than
γ 2 that γ 1 is more motivation-calibrated decision averse than γ 2 .
• It does not follow from γ 1 being more decision averse and more motivationcalibrated decision averse than γ 2 that γ 1 is less cost motivated than γ 2 .
Proof. Consider any pu, Ξ, D2 , c2 q satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1 and let γ 2 be the
choice correspondence it represents. Take two continuous functions fD : c2 pΞq
and fc : c2 pΞq

Ñ c2pΞq

Ñ < such that fD is surjective and fc is strictly increasing. Define D1 :
1
℘pAq Ñ Ξ by D1 pAq  c
2 pfD pc2 pD2 pAqqqq and c1 : Ξ Ñ <¥0 by c1 pC q  fc pc2 pC qq.

It is straightforward to check that these are well-defined cautiousness coefficients and cost
functions respectively; let γ 1 be the choice correspondence represented by pu, Ξ, D1 , c1 q.
Let us say that a function Γ : X

Ñ Y , where X  Y , is upper-valued if, for every x P X,

f pxq ¥ x. Note that, by Proposition A.2 (and the order-reflecting and preserving properties

of the cost function), γ 1 and γ 2 are ordered by decision aversion iff fc  fD is upper-valued,
they are ordered by motivation-calibrated decision aversion iff fD is upper-valued, and they
are ordered by cost motivation iff fc is upper-valued.
To establish the first part of the proposition, it thus suffices to find fc and fD such that fc

is upper-valued, fD is not, but fc  fD is. Let a  inf c2 pΞq and b  sup c2 pΞq, and consider
fD pxq

 b1 a px  aq2

a, and fc pxq

x



b a
.
2

It is straightforward to check that fD is

not upper-valued, whilst fc and fc  fD are, yielding the required example. Similarly, taking
for example fD pxq  pb  aq 2 px  aq 2
1

fc pxq

 px  aq 
13
12



b a
12

a for x

1

¥

a, and fc pxq 



b a
4

3
4

px  aq

a for x ¤ b4 a

a, and

a yields an example establishing the second

part of the proposition.
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